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CHAPTER1-Tina for R/3
This topic describes the installation and configuration as well as:

l SAP Overview
l SAP backint Functions
l Additional Information

SAP Overview
This topic describes the SAP R/3 system and the tools it offers for backing up and restoring data.
Then, it explains how the backint utility enables SAP R/3 to interface with Tina and details its
main functions.

SAP R/3 System
SAP R/3 is a built-in management software whose data is stored in a database (such as Oracle)
and which includes administration tools, with in particular, backup and restore functionalities.

SAP provides its own backup and restore utilities with:
• The SAPDBA (SAP DataBase Administration) utility which includes these commands:

– BRBACKUP
– BRARCHIVE
– BRRESTORE

• The backint interface defined by SAP to control the interaction between SAP R/3 and
backup tools.

For the most up-to-date information on platforms supported by SAP R/3, see the Tina
Compatibility Guide on the Atempo web site.

backint Interface
Atempo has developed the backint interface in accordance with standards defined by SAP. The
implementation is certified by SAP.

The backint interface enables you to control the interaction between SAP R/3 and third-party
backup tools, such as Tina.

Tina for R/3 is presented as a binary called backint. SAP backup-restore programs can call the
binary through an open interface which enables them to communicate with Tina for R/3.

Backup contents and triggering are decided by SAP. Tina for R/3 thus runs in slave mode.

This diagram illustrates backint architecture in relation with SAP R/3:
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backint works exclusively at file level: whatever the function used, backint receives a file path
including the list of files to be processed. Nothing is analyzed at application level and backint is
independent from the database used by SAP R/3.

The backint interface has four main functions:
• Backup. Receives a list of files to be backed up from SAP R/3.

Each file of the list received by backint is backed up. In return, backint provides a backup
identifier which corresponds to the name of the archive in which the file has been archived.
The identifier is used to specify files to be restored.
To optimize performance, the list of files to be backed up can be processed by several
parallel sessions. To do so, you must define the wanted parallelism index (backup_
parallelism_index parameter) and list splitting rules (localization parameter) in a
parameter file specific to backint. For instance, files can be gathered per physical disk to
optimize performance according to database topology.
For details on vendor parameter files, see Vendor Parameter File
Cold or hot backups can be performed equally. The principle is the same for both backups.
However, during a hot backup, backint synchronizes with SAP R/3 by means of files in
which its progress in the list is reported, in order to enable SAP R/3 to take database tables
online or offline.

Note: Use the SAP administration tool to perform hot backups and set the Backup_
Device_Type parameter to Util_file_online value. This way, all database tables
do not switch to Begin Backupmode before the backint program starts, which would
generate a large number of archive log files.

• Restore. Receives a list of files to be restored from SAP R/3.
backint receives a list containing the paths of the files to be restored from SAP R/3. Each
file is preceded by the backup identifier which indicates its location corresponding to the
related archive of the archive folder.
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Performance can also be optimized when restoring data. If the specified parallelism index
(restore_parallelism_index parameter) is different from 1, for example N, restore is split
into N parallel sessions.

• Inquire. Receives a list of files to be inquired from SAP R/3.
The inquire function operates exactly as the restore function, except that instead of
restoring files, found files are listed on the output.

• Delete. Receives a list of files to be deleted from SAP R/3.
The delete function operates exactly as the restore function, except that instead of
restoring files, deleted files are listed on the output.

For details on these functions, see SAP backint Functions.

Backed up Database Object Identification
To establish a common language between SAP R/3 and the backup tool vendor, a file is
identified by two elements:
• The EBID or External Backup ID is created by the external backup tool and is a character

string of up to 32 bytes, but limited to 16 bytes for the SAP R/3 system.
• The file path is defined by SAP R/3.

The Tina EBID is based on the date and time, preceded by a single letter prefix. It is also the
name given to an archive which is created each time backint is called with the -f backup
function.

The combination of the EBID and the file path is required to identify a unique backed up database
object.

SAP Installation and Configuration
This topic describes the initial procedures to be performed to ensure normal operation of the
backint utility. In addition, the backint process can be customized by means of a vendor
parameter file.

Prerequisites
• Tina for R/3 is available on Windows and Unix platforms. For the most up-to-date

information on platforms supported by SAP R/3, see the Tina Compatibility Guide on the
Atempo web site.

• SAP R/3 versions supported are SAP R/3 and Enterprise Central Component (ECC) 6.0.
• Tina for R/3 should be installed on the same shared file system as the SAP R/3 database.

Unix. <sharedDrive>/opt/backint/ should be the home directory of Tina for R/3
installation. Multiple software versions or SID-specific installations may be installed using a
tool specific directory structure inside of <sharedDrive>/opt/backint/.
Windows. <sharedDrive>\Program Files\backint should be the home directory of
Tina for R/3 installation. Multiple software versions or SID-specific installations may be
installed using a tool specific directory structure inside of
<sharedDrive>\Program Files\backint.
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Copying the Tina backint Program

To copy the Tina backint program

1. Copy or link the Tina backint program from the $TINA_HOME/Bin source directory to the
/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/exe/run target directory.

2. Set these permissions. This table describes the permissions to assign to the backint
program:

Program Owner Group Permission

backint <sid>adm sapsys rwxr-xr-x (755)

3. To check the version of the backint program, run this command:

>backint -v
Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.2.0 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.8
The version of the backint programmust be minimum 4.4.2 SP0 P0.

Installing Current Version of the BR* Tools
Refer to SAP documentation to install the current versions of SAPDBA and BR* Tools:

This table describes the BR* tools:

Program Description

BRARCHIVE Backup of offline redo logs.

BRBACKUP Database backup.

BRCONNECT Various administration tasks such as creation of statistics or database checks.

BRRESTORE Restore of backups.

BRRECOVER Restore/recovery.

BRTOOLS Text-based user interface for BR* Tools.

SAPDBA SAP database management tool on Unix.

LIBSBT.SL SAP backup library of BR programs (not used).

Owner and Permissions for Executables

To check the owner and permissions of the SAPDBA/BR* Tools programs

1. Check the owner and permissions of the SAPDBA / BR* Tools programs which include these
programs in the SAP exe directory:
/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/exe/run
This table describes the owner and permissions that you must assign to the SAPDBA / BR*
Tools programs:
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Program/
Executable

Owner Group Permission

(1)SAPDBA BRARCHIVE BRBACKUP BRCONNECT ora<sid> sapsys -rwxr-xr-x (755)

(2)BRRESTORE BRRECOVER LIBSBT* <sid>adm sapsys -rwxr-xr-x (755)

2. Change the owner and permissions if necessary:
(1)
chown ora<sid> sapdba brarchive brbackup brconnect brtools
chmod 755 sapdba brarchive brbackup brconnect brtools
(2)
chown <sid>adm brrestore brrecover libsbt*
chmod 755 brrestore brrecover libsbt*

Setting the Tina Environment for the ora<sid> and <sid>adm Users

To set the Tina environment for the ora<sid> and <sid>adm users

1. csh Environment.
Add this entry in the .loginOR .dbenv_<hostname>.csh file:
# Time Navigator - Environment settings
source $TINA_HOME/.tina.csh
This has the effect of setting these Tina variables:
setenv TINA_HOME "$TINA_HOME"
setenv TINA_SERVICE_NAME "tina"
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH "${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:$TINA_HOME/Lib"
setenv PATH "${PATH}:$TINA_HOME/Bin"
sh Environment.
Add this entry in the .profileOR .dbenv_<hostname>.sh file:
# Time Navigator - Environment settings
. $TINA_HOME/.tina.sh
This has the effect of setting these Tina variables:
TINA_HOME="$TINA_HOME"
export TINA_HOME
TINA_SERVICE_NAME="tina"
export TINA_SERVICE_NAME
LD_LIBRARY_PATH="${LD_LIBRARY_PATH:+$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:}$TINA_HOME/Lib"
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH
PATH="${PATH:+$PATH:}$TINA_HOME/Bin"
export PATH

2. To check that the Tina environment has been set, run this command:
env | grep -i tina
TINA_HOME=$TINA_HOME
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$TINA_HOME/Lib
PATH=$TINA_HOME/Bin
TINA_SERVICE_NAME=tina

3. Check that the Tina environment has been set for SAP (DB13).
From SAP - transaction code SM51: SAP Servers, select Goto   Server information 
 Environment.
Check that these variables are set:
TINA_HOME=$TINA_HOME
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/exe/run:$TINA_HOME/Lib
PATH=$TINA_HOME/Bin
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TINA_SERVICE_NAME=tina

Note: It requires Stop and Start of SAP to take effect (after .sh and .csh profiles have
been updated).

Configuring the Vendor Parameter File
The vendor parameter file contains vendor-specific information that is needed for backup and
restore. It is possible to assign individual parameter files to each host and to each server.

You must create the vendor parameter file named, init<SID>.utl, in this directory:
/oracle/<SID>/dbs.

Note: If you do not store the parameter file in this directory, you should create a symbolic link
pointing from this shared area to the actual location of the parameter file.

This table describes all the mandatory parameters of the vendor parameter file:

Parameter Description Value (example) Status

backint_
product

Specifies the database you want to back up
and restore.

oracle Mandatory

home Specifies the Tina installation directory. /opt/backint/
atempo/
TimeNavigator/
tina

Mandatory

catalog Specifies the catalog to which backint is
connected to perform data backup and
restore.

cata_1 Mandatory

tmp_dir Specifies the absolute path of the directory
used to store file lists temporarily.

/var/tmp Mandatory

Example. init<SID>.utl Vendor Parameter File

# <parameter name> <parameter value>
backint_product oracle
home /opt/backint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina
catalog cata_1
tmp_dir /var/tmp

The backint/BRARCHIVE program captures automatically other parameters during execution.
For instance:

Requested function backup
Backup type file (offline)
Number of files 28

For details on the vendor parameter file and the list of all supported parameters, see Vendor
Parameter File.
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Maintaining the Vendor Parameter File
The init<SID>.utl parameter file resides in the /oracle/<SID>/dbs directory.

Set these parameters:
• backup_dev_type = util_file
• util_par_file = init<SID>.utl

Owner and Permissions for Oracle Directories and Files
This table describes the permissions you must set for Oracle directories and files:

Directory/File Owner Group Permission

/oracle/<SID>/saparch ora<sid> dba -rwxrwxr-x (775)

/oracle/<SID>/sapbackup ora<sid> dba -rwxrwxr-x (775)

/oracle/<SID>/sapcheck ora<sid> dba -rwxrwxr-x (775)

/oracle/<SID>/saparch/
arch<SID>.log

ora<sid> sapsys -rw-rw---- (660)

(1) /oracle/<SID>/sapbackup/
TINA

ora<sid> dba -rwxrwxr-x (775)

(1) - Create the TINA directory as ora<sid> user:

mkdir TINA

Configuring SAP DB13 to Schedule Backups
This topic explains how to configure SAP DB13 (also known as CCMS) to schedule backups with
Tina on aWindows SAP server.

To configure SAP DB13 to schedule backups

1. On the SAP database server, after Tina is installed and the backint binary is copied in the
relevant directory, declare the Tina binary directory in the PATH system environment
variable.

2. Restart SAP and Oracle so that the new PATH variable is taken into account.
You can then use the DB13 scheduler with Tina.

Backups with the BI_BACKUP environment variable

According to its value, the BI_BACKUP environment variable provides different behaviors when
backups are performed.

Case #1: BI_CALLER=BRBACKUP and BI_BACKUP=FULL environment variables are set

The BI_BACKUP=FULL variable is used to delete the old archives. Once it is set, it compares the
date of the archive with the retention period set by the user and then deletes the archive. There is
no need to keep a full backup of an archive once its retention period is reached. Old archives are
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deleted after a successful backup.

Note: If the retention period is infinite, the Retention period is infinite, no purge
message displays in the event file.

Case #2: BI_CALLER=BRBACKUP and BI_BACKUP environment variables different from
FULL are set

In this case, an incremental backup, which is considered as a full backup, is performed on the file.
There is no check on the retention period, thus no file whose retention period is over is deleted.

backint Command Line Interface and Environment Variables
backint uses a call interface at command line level with this syntax:

backint [-u user_SID] [-f function] [-t type] [-p par_file]
[-i in_file] [-o out_file] [-c] [-v] [-V] [-help]

For details on these commands, see .

In addition to the command line options, the interface supports some environment variables set
by BR* Tools before backint is called.

This table describes some environment variables set by BR* Tools:

Environment
Variable Value Description

BI_CALLER BRBACKUP

BRARCHIVE

BRRESTORE

BRRECOVER

Caller of the backint product.

BI_BACKUP FULL

PARTIAL

ARCHIVE

Full database backup, partial/incremental database backup
and log backup.

BI_REQUEST NEW

OLD

First call or next backint calls within a run of BRBACKUP,
BRARCHIVE, BRRESTORE, or BRRECOVER.

backint can be called multiple times during one run of an
SAP tool.

For details on the BI_BACKUP environment variable, see Backups with the BI_BACKUP
environment variable.

Configuring Tina for R/3
Before using the backint utility, the Tina administrator must perform these administrative tasks.
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Preliminary Steps
• Creating a user with specific permissions. Declare the operating system group and

user who executes the backups. This user is the owner of the archive folders into which the
data is backed up. Therefore, you must grant this user the appropriate archiving and
restore rights in Tina prior to perform any backup and restore.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.
• Creating a media pool. Create a media pool to back up backint objects. You must

associate this pool with the archive folder containing the backint backup.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.
• Creating an archive folder. Create an archive folder to store the objects backed up by the

backint utility:
– Declare the archive folder as a SAP/Backint folder.
– Associate the archive folder with the media pool previously defined.
– Declare on the Tina server the group and user who creates archives.
– Define the SAP ora<sid> user as the owner of the archive folder.
– Uncheck the Use Cache on Server option in the Processings tab to back up data in

SIDF format.
– Use the Compressed option in the Cartridges tab to compress data..

• recommends not to associate keywords with the SAP/Backint archive folders to
be able to create archives without mandatory keywords during a backup.

• If you use the -u <user_SID> option of the backint command to define the
archive folder, the archive folder will be named sap.<user_SID>.
If you use the Archiving   Folders   New menu in Restore & Archive Manager to
create an archive folder, you can specify any name for the archive folder.

See the Tina Archiving Documentation for details.

Securing SAP R/3 Data through Tina Security & Compliance Manager

If you need to encrypt SAP R/3 data through Tina Security & Compliance Manager, create a
backup selection on the root of the host where the SAP/Backint archive folder is located.
Associate this backup selection with a security rule applied to archiving. To restore secured data,
set the restore_session_id parameter in the vendor parameter file.

For details on the vendor parameter file, see Vendor Parameter File.

For details on backup selections and Tina Security & Compliance Manager, see the Tina
Administration Documentation and the Atempo-Tina Security & Compliance Manager
Documentation.

System Configuration
The administrator must declare this information when backing up and restoring data:
• The type of the database to back up and restore (oracle, hana or maxdb).
• The Tina installation directory.
• The name of the catalog to which backint is connected.
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• The absolute path of the temporary directory where file lists are stored.

You can specify this mandatory information either in the vendor parameter file, or in environment
variables.

The vendor parameter file must be specified to backint (with -p option). If one piece of
compulsory information is not indicated in the vendor parameter file, backint searches for the
information in the environment variables.

This table describes the mandatory information to specify either in the vendor parameter file or in
the environment variables:

Mandatory Information Vendor Parameter
File

Environment
Variable

Database backint_product None

Tina installation directory home TINA_HOME

Catalog catalog TINA_CATALOG

Temporary directory used to store file
lists

tmp_dir TINA_R3_TMP_DIR

Vendor Parameter File
This topic describes this information:

l Definition
l Environment Variables

Definition
You can use a parameter file to define backint behavior. The file is named init<SID>.utl and
must be located in this directory:
• Unix. /oracle/<SID>/dbs
• Windows. D:\oracle\<SID>\dbs

• If you do not store the parameter file in this directory, you should create a
symbolic link pointing from this shared area to the actual location of the
parameter files.

• You can assign individual parameter files to each host and to each server.

The syntax of the vendor parameter file is:

<parameter_name> <parameter_value> with one name-value per line.

Lines beginning with the # symbol are comments.

Note: In the input file (-i option of backint command), the # symbol indicates an SAP
keyword, like #NULL or #EBID. You cannot add comments using the # symbol as in the
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vendor parameter file (-p option of backint command). For details on the input files, see
Input and Output Files.

List of Parameters

This table describes the parameters of the vendor parameter file:

Parameter Description Status

backint_
product

Specifies the database you want to back up and restore
(oracle/maxdb/hana).

Mandatory

home Specifies the installation directory of the backup agent
(Tina).

You must specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_HOME environment variable.

Mandatory

catalog Specifies the catalog to which backint is connected to
perform data backup and restore.

You must specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_CATALOG environment
variable.

The TINA_R3_CATALOG environment variable is obsolete.

Mandatory

tmp_dir Specifies the absolute path of the directory where block files
used to store file lists temporarily are located.

Block files are called TINA_<pid>_INPUT_<n> and TINA_
<pid>_RELOC_<n> where:

• <pid> corresponds to the process ID of the parent.
• <n> corresponds to the child numeric index starting at 0.
You must specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_R3_TMP_DIR environment
variable.

Mandatory

app_trace_
debug

Logs additional debug events in the event log file during the
execution of backint.

The parameter default value is 0. The debug level ranges
from 0 to 9.

You can specify this information in one of these locations:

• The vendor parameter file.
• The TINA_APP_TRACE_DEBUG environment variable.
• Unix.

The $TINA_HOME/Conf/parameters.xml tunable file.
Windows.
The %TINA_HOME%\Conf\parameters.xml tunable file.

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

folder Specifies the archive folder into which data backups and
restores are performed.

This parameter overrides the -u option of the backint
command.

You can specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_R3_FOLDER environment
variable.

Optional

archivelog_
folder

Specifies the archive folder into which archive logs (data
from BRARCHIVE) are backed up and restored. In that case,
datafiles (data from BRBACKUP) are backed up in the archive
folder specified by the folder parameter.

If the information is not specified, all files (archive logs and
datafiles) are backed up together in a single folder specified
by the folder parameter or the -u option of the backint
command.

You can use this parameter with two separate media pools:
one for datafile backups and the other for archive log
backups.
You can specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER
environment variable.

Optional

archivelog_
parallelism_
index

Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous processes
during a backup of archive logs (data from BRARCHIVE).

The parameter default value is 1.

Optional

archivelog_
retention_
period

Specifies the retention period (in days) of backed up archive
logs (data from BRARCHIVE).

If the information is not specified, the retention period of the
archive logs used is the one specified by the retention_
period parameter whose default value is 0.

The value of the archivelog_retention_period
parameter is taken into account only if you specify an
archive folder to back up archive logs using the
archivelog_folder parameter.

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

backup_
parallelism_
index

Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous processes
during a backup of datafiles (data from BRBACKUP) in order
to optimize performance.

If a parallelism index is specified, the list is split into N
sublists which are independently processed by dedicated
processes (parallelization). N corresponds to the minimum
value between the specified parallelism index and the
number of sublists calculated from the localization
parameter.

Parallelization is only active if the initial list is divided into file
blocks. The splitting can be made using a description file
whose path is provided as localization parameter value.
If such a file is provided, the rules it contains are used to
perform the splitting. Otherwise, the number of files to back
up is divided by the parallelism index to calculate the
number of sublists.

A new process is started by file block within the limit of the
parallelism index value. The parallelism index depends on
the number of drives that can be used for backup and the
topology of the database to be backed up.

The parameter default value is 1.

Do not specify too high a parallelism index because
SAP R/3 already parallelizes backint execution.

Optional

backup_retry Automatically restarts a backup that has failed. It
corresponds to the number of backup retries before
considering the backup has failed.

The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

localization Specifies the absolute path of a description file for splitting
the list of files to be backed up sent by SAP R/3. If the
parameter is missing, the list is split into N sublists,
corresponding to the parallelism index value.

The description file has the same syntax as the description
file of List applications. If you split the list by directory (and
not by file), you must add the "/" character at the end of
each directory.
For details on List applications, see the Administration topic
of the -Time Navigator Administrator’s Guide.

See Example #2. Description File for details.

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

restore_
parallelism_
index

Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous processes
during a restore in order to optimize the restore resources
allocated to SAP R/3.

The initial list of files to restore is sorted according to the
media cartridge list.

A new process is started by file block within the limit of the
parallelism index value. The parallelism index depends on
the number of drives that can be used for restore and the
topology of the database to be restored.

The parameter default value is 1.

Optional

restore_
session_
id

If you want to restore data that has been secured through
Tina Security & Compliance Manager, you must set the
restore_session_id parameter.

The value of this parameter is the output of the password
session generated by tina_scm_control.

For details on the tina_scm_control command, see the
Atempo-Tina Command Line Interface Documentation.

Mandatory
with Tina
Security &
Compliance
Manager

retention_
period

Specifies the retention period (in days) of backed up files. It
enables you to define a retention period for objects backed
up in the catalog independently from the retention period
associated with media pools. If no value is associated with
this parameter or if it equals zero, the retention period is the
one of the media pool on which files are backed up.

Backed up files will be purged if these conditions are met:

• backint is running during backup of datafiles.
• There is no error on backed up files, which means that

the backup was successful.
The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

single_file_
backup_mode

Disables the feature that performs backup of grouped data:

• If single_file_backup_mode = 1, grouped backup is
disabled (1 file for 1 job).

• If single_file_backup_mode = 0, grouped backup is
enabled (n files for 1 job).

The parameter default value is 0.

In the case of -t file_online backup of datafiles, there is
always 1 file for 1 job.

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

single_file_
restore_mode

Disables the feature that performs restore of grouped data:

• If single_file_restore_mode = 1, grouped restore is
disabled (1 file for 1 job).

• If single_file_restore_mode = 0, grouped restore is
enabled (n files for 1 job).

The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

stop_on_error Stops all backups if an error occurs when backing up one of
the files. If backups are parallelized and an error occurs on
one of the files managed by a child process (backup_
parallelism_index not equal to 1), the whole backup
process is stopped (i.e. the child process which generated
the error as well as all other existing child processes).

• If stop_on_error = 1, all child processes are stopped
at the first error on one of the child processes.

• If stop_on_error = 0, the parameter is ignored. In this
case, the backup continues.

The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

sync_cart Specifies the end of backup once data has been written in
cache or on media:

• If sync_cart = 1, the backup end is specified once
data has been written on media.

• If sync_cart = 0, the backup end is specified once
data has been written in cache.

The parameter default value is 1.

Optional

Example #1. Calculating Parallelism with a Description File
• Backup.

Effective parallelism (which is the number of simultaneous processes) equals the minimum
value between the specified parallelism index and the number of sublists calculated from
the localization parameter.
– If backup_parallelism_index = 2 and number of sublists calculated from

localization = 4, then number of simultaneous processes = 2.
– If backup_parallelism_index = 5 and number of sublists calculated from

localization = 2, then number of simultaneous processes = 2.
– If backup_parallelism_index = 3 and number of sublists calculated from

localization = 3, then number of simultaneous processes = 3.
• Restore.

Effective parallelism (which is the number of simultaneous processes) equals the minimum
value between the specified parallelism index and the number of necessary media to
restore the list of files.
– If restore_parallelism_index = 2 and number of necessary media to restore the

list of files = 4, then number of simultaneous processes = 2.
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– If restore_parallelism_index = 10 and number of necessary media to restore the
list of files = 5, then number of simultaneous processes = 5.

– If restore_parallelism_index = 3 and number of necessary media to restore the
list of files = 3, then number of simultaneous processes = 3.

Example #2. Description File

In this example, the database is composed of three physical disks mounted under sapdata1,
sapdata2, and sapdata3. The list of files to be backed up is split into three blocks:
• The first block contains all files of the list sent by SAP and located in the directory

/oracle/CER/sapdata1.
• The second block contains all files of the list sent by SAP and located in the directory

/oracle/CER/sapdata2.
• The third block contains all files of the list sent by SAP and located in the directory

/oracle/CER/sapdata3.

DIR "Block 1" (
FILE "file01" ("/oracle/CER/sapdata1/")
),
DIR "Block 2" (
FILE "file02" ("/oracle/CER/sapdata2/")
),
DIR "Block 3" (
FILE "file03" ("/oracle/CER/sapdata3/")
)

Example #3. init<SID>.utl Vendor Parameter File

In this example, datafiles (data from BRBACKUP) are backed up in the SAP-DF archive folder, four
backup processes and two restore processes are parallelized.

Archive logs (data from BRARCHIVE) are backed up in the SAP-AL archive folder and two
processes are parallelized.

The tina.lst file refers to the description file.

The backup end is specified once data has been written on media (sync_cart parameter = 1).

backint_product oracle
home “/opt/backint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina”
catalog sap_backup
tmp_dir /var/tmp
folder SAP-DF
archivelog_folder SAP-AL
backup_parallelism_index 4
restore_parallelism_index 2
archivelog_parallelism_index 2
localization /oracle/CER/dbs/tina.lst
sync_cart 1
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In this example, the same parallelism is specified for the datafiles (four backup processes and
two restore processes are parallelized) and no parallelism is specified for the archive logs (no
archivelog_parallelism_index parameter).

If Tina Security & Compliance Manager is installed, restore uses the restore_session_id
parameter.

backint_product oracle
home “/opt/backint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina”
catalog sap_backup
tmp_dir /var/tmp
folder SAP-DF
archivelog_folder SAP-AL
backup_parallelism_index 4
restore_parallelism_index 2
localization /oracle/CER/dbs/tina.lst
sync_cart 1
restore_session_id 44~rfsLwQAAAAAACAAAAAgbbh11.8sCcBwta6N6Dr5H0r
2m3BMlp8t96yNdutwMUsAA

Environment Variables
The vendor parameter file must be specified to backint (with -p option). If one piece of
compulsory information is not indicated in the vendor parameter file, backint searches for the
information in the environment variables.

This table describes the environment variables available in Tina for R/3:

Environment
Variable Information Status

TINA_APP_
TRACE_DEBUG

Generates additional debug events in the event log file during
the execution of backint. The debug level ranges from 0 to 9.

Optional

TINA_CATALOG Specifies the catalog to which backint is connected to
perform data backup and restore.

Mandatory

TINA_R3_
CATALOG

Obsolete environment variable. Not
supported

TINA_HOME Specifies the Tina installation directory. Mandatory

TINA_R3_
BACKINT_PATH

Specifies the absolute path and name of the backint binary
in the case of special configurations.

Optional

TINA_R3_
ARCHIVELOG_
FOLDER

Specifies the optional archive folder into which archive log
backups and restores are performed.

Optional
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Environment
Variable Information Status

TINA_R3_
FOLDER

Specifies the optional archive folder into which datafile
backups and restores are performed.

Optional

TINA_R3_TMP_
DIR

Specifies the absolute path of the temporary directory used to
store file lists.

Mandatory

Example. Environment Variables
• Unix.

setenv TINA_APP_TRACE_DEBUG 1
setenv TINA_CATALOG sapR3_backup
setenv TINA_HOME /opt/backint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina
setenv TINA_R3_BACKINT_PATH /bin/sap/backint
setenv TINA_R3_FOLDER SAPR3-DF
setenv TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER SAPR3-AL
setenv TINA_R3_TMP_DIR /var/tmp

• Windows.
set TINA_APP_TRACE_DEBUG=1
set TINA_CATALOG=sapR3_backup
set TINA_HOME=c:\Program Files\atempo\Time Navigator\tina
set TINA_R3_BACKINT_PATH=c:\bin\sap\backint
set TINA_R3_FOLDER=SAPR3-DF
set TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER=SAPR3-AL
set TINA_R3_TMP_DIR=c:\Windows\Temp

Input and Output Files
The input file contains information necessary to perform the requested function (-f). It usually
contains a list of objects.
The output file contains result information for the database.

Each input line may start with a keyword. If not, it is equivalent to #FILE. Each output line may
start with a keyword. Output lines not starting with a keyword are considered as comments and
may contain any plain text (e.g. to indicate progress or to support error analysis). The character
encoding of both files is UTF-8.

There are some formatting requirements for the parameters following keywords:
• Parameters may be quoted with double quotation marks (").
• Parameters containing a space must be quoted with double quotation marks.
• If a parameter contains a double quote, the double quote must be escaped with a

backslash.
• A backslash escapes double quotes only. A backslash in a parameter value must not be

escaped.

Example. Valid input or output lines

#FILE /var/tmp/backup_Monday_cw47_2012
#FILE "/var/tmp/backup Monday cw47 2012"
#EBID "Hb12\"NAB" "/var/tmp/myTool.#YSOwa"

Input and output files are provided to backint by the SAP R/3 database.
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Limitation
Empty archives tend to accumulate over time, but can be removed using the -f delete function.

SAP backint Functions
This topic details the backup, restore, inquire, and delete of the backint command. It also
explains how to view backed up data in Restore & Archive Manager of Tina for R/3.

Backup
For the backup function, the input file contains any number of files to be used by backint. Each
line starts with the name of the file in the file system.

<file_name>
<file_name>
<file_name>

This information is used in a subsequent restore. Non-existent or unreadable files should be
treated as an error.

For each entry in the input file, a corresponding entry is returned in the output file. This entry may
indicate success or an error:

#SAVED <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#ERROR <file_name>

Example #1. Datafile Backup

In this example, the backint command performs the backup (-f backup) of the datafiles (BI_
CALLER=BRBACKUP) managed by SAP R3.

The vendor parameter file is named backint_ora and contains backup information:

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests> cat backint_ora
backint_product oracle
home "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike"
catalog klondike
tmp_dir /SAP/tmp
stop_on_error 0
folder sap.david6
archivelog_folder sap.david7
backup_parallelism_index 1
restore_parallelism_index 1
app_trace_debug 1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests>

SAP R3 creates an input file (backint_i_4_files) containing the paths of the files to back up,
retrieves the list of the four files to back up in the input file, performs the backup and sends to the
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standard output as many messages of type #SAVED S20160218_151803 "/home/.../file" as
there are files to back up.

S20160218_151803 is both a backup identifier used by SAP R3 and a Tina for R/3 archive into
which backint has performed the backup.

The backint command indicates the result of the backup in the output file (backint_o_4_
files) and shows that four files have been backed up with an error on one path (#ERROR
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so).

SAP R3 memorizes the backint answer that can be used for a possible restore.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> export BI_CALLER=BRBACKUP
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f backup -i backint_i_4_files
-o backint_o_4_files
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> echo $?
2
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> more backint_i_4_files backint_o_4_files
:::::::::::::::::
backint_i_4_files
:::::::::::::::::
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cnx401.so
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so
:::::::::::::::::
backint_o_4_files
:::::::::::::::::
Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Thu Feb 18 15:18:02 2016
Requested function : backup
Backup type : file (offline)
Number of files : 4
Parallelism : 1
#SAVED S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cnx401.so
#SAVED S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#ERROR /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so
#SAVED S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so
Date end : Thu Feb 18 15:18:17 2016
Total duration : 00:00:15
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back>

Example #2. Log Backup
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In this example, the backint command performs the backup (-f backup) of the logs (BI_
CALLER=BRARCHIVE) managed by SAP R3. The vendor parameter file is named backint_ora
and contains backup information.

SAP R3 creates an input file (backint_i_4_files) containing the paths of the files to back up,
retrieves the list of the four files to back up in the input file, performs the backup and sends to the
standard output as many messages of type #SAVED A20160218_153629 "/home/.../file" as
there are files to back up.

A20160218_153629 is both a backup identifier used by SAP R3 and a Tina for R/3 archive into
which backint has performed the backup.

The backint command indicates the result of the backup in the output file (backint_o_4_
files) and shows that four files have been backed up with an error on one path (#ERROR
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so).

SAP R3 memorizes the backint answer that can be used for a possible restore.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> export BI_CALLER=BRARCHIVE
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f backup -i backint_i_4_files
-o backint_o_4_files
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> echo $?
2
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> more backint_i_4_files backint_o_4_files
:::::::::::::::::
backint_i_4_files
:::::::::::::::::
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cnx401.so
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so
/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so
:::::::::::::::::
backint_o_4_files
:::::::::::::::::
Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Thu Feb 18 15:36:29 2016
Requested function : backup
Backup type : file (offline)
Number of files : 4
Parallelism : 1
#SAVED A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cnx401.so
#SAVED A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#ERROR /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so
#SAVED A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so
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Date end : Thu Feb 18 15:36:40 2016
Total duration : 00:00:11
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back>

Restore
When a restore is performed, backint is supplied with more information than for a backup
because, for the restore function, a specific backup from the backup server has to be selected.
Thus not only the file name is given, but also the external backup ID which denotes the selected
backup. If the #NULL keyword is specified instead of the external backup ID, the newest available
backup for this file name has to be selected. During restore, files are created by backint.

If you want to restore the content to another file name, you can add the absolute name of a target
to the combination of external backup ID and the name of the file. A specific backup is
determined by its external backup ID together with its name in the file system. If the #NULL
keyword is specified, the latest version of the object, identified by the file name, is retrieved. Thus
every line in the input file has the following format:

#NULL <file_name> [<dest_name>]
<external_backup_id> <file_name> [<dest_name>]

For every object in the input file, the result is returned in a corresponding line in the output file. A
successful restore is indicated by the #RESTORED keyword; an error is indicated by the #ERROR
keyword. If the requested backup object could not be found on the backup server, a message
starting with the #NOTFOUND keyword is returned.

#RESTORED <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#ERROR <file_name>
#NOTFOUND <file_name>

Example #1. Restore of Datafiles to the Original Location

In this example, the backint command performs the restore (-f restore) of the datafiles
managed by SAP R3 to the original location. The vendor parameter file is named backint_ora
and contains restore information.

SAP R3 creates an input file (backint_i_4_files_origin) containing the paths of the files to
restore, retrieves the list of the four files to restore in the input file, performs the restore and sends
to the output file as many messages of type #RESTORED S20160218_151803
“/home/.../file" as there are files to restore.

S20160218_151803 is both a backup identifier used by SAP R3 and a Tina for R/3 archive into
which backint has performed the backup used for restore.

The backint command indicates the result of the restore in the output file (backint_o_4_
files_origin) and shows that four files have been restored with an error on one path
(#NOTFOUND /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so).

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f restore -i backint_i_4_files_origin
-o backint_o_4_files_origin
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sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> echo $?
2
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> more backint_i_4_files_origin backint_o_4_
files_origin
::::::::::::::::::::::::
backint_i_4_files_origin
::::::::::::::::::::::::
S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cnx401.so
S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so
S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so
::::::::::::::::::::::::
backint_o_4_files_origin
::::::::::::::::::::::::
Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Thu Feb 18 16:15:23 2016
Requested function : restore
Number of files : 4
Parallelism : 1
#RESTORED S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so
#RESTORED S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so
#RESTORED S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
#NOTFOUND /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so
Date end : Thu Feb 18 16:15:30 2016
Total duration : 00:00:07
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest>

Example #2. Restore of the Latest Backup to Another Location

In this example, the backint command performs the restore (-f restore) of the latest backup
to another directory (/home/sapadm/tests/rest) using the #NULL keyword in order to restore
the most recent backup.

The backint command indicates the result of the restore in the output file (backint_o_4_
files_dir) and shows that four files have been restored with an error on one path
(#NOTFOUND /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so).

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f restore -i backint_i_4_files_dir
-o backint_o_4_files_dir
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> echo $?
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2
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> more backint_i_4_files_dir backint_o_4_
files_dir
:::::::::::::::::::::
backint_i_4_files_dir
:::::::::::::::::::::
#NULL /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cnx401.so
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
#NULL /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
#NULL /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
#NULL /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
:::::::::::::::::::::
backint_o_4_files_dir
:::::::::::::::::::::
Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Thu Feb 18 16:38:39 2016
Requested function : restore
Number of files : 4
Parallelism : 1
#RESTORED A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so
#RESTORED A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so
#RESTORED A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
#NOTFOUND /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so
Date end : Thu Feb 18 16:38:45 2016
Total duration : 00:00:06
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest>

Inquire
The inquire function is used to obtain information from the backup server. The input file
contains information about the objects for which information is requested. The input file contains
multiple lines in one of these formats:

#NULL
<external_backup_id>
#NULL <file_name>
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<external_backup_id> <file_name>

For every object in the input file, the result is returned in at least one corresponding line in the
output file. If an inquire matches multiple objects, a line is written for every object to the output file,
sorted by the date the backup was created (latest backup first). The inquiry with the #NULL
keyword lists all the available archives for the specified user ID.
• A matching database object is indicated by the #BACKUP keyword.
• If no matching database objects were found on the backup server, a message starting with

the #NOTFOUND keyword is returned.
• Errors are indicated by the #ERROR keyword.

#BACKUP <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#ERROR [<external_backup_id>] [<file_name>]
#NOTFOUND [<external_backup_id>] [<file_name>]

Example #1. Inquire Using the #NULL Keyword

In this example, the backint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) using the
#NULL keyword to show all the archives.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f inquire -i backint_i_null
-o backint_o_null
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> echo $?
0
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> more backint_i_null backint_o_null
::::::::::::::
backint_i_null
::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
#NULL
::::::::::::::
backint_o_null
::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.11"
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 13:53:43 2016
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP S20160218_170342
#BACKUP S20160218_165822
#BACKUP A20160218_153629
#BACKUP S20160218_151803
Date end : Wed Feb 24 13:53:43 2016
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Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 4
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #2. Inquire Using the External Backup ID

In this example, the backint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) using the
external backup ID of a file (A20160218_153629) to show the contents of one archive
interactively (input file is stdin).

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f inquire
A20160218_153629
Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:02:59 2016
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
#BACKUP A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#BACKUP A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:03:00 2016
Total duration : 00:00:01
Number of outputs : 3
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #3. Inquire Using the #NULL Keyword with an Object Path

In this example, the backint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) using the
#NULL keyword while specifying an object path to show all backups of one file (output file is
stdout).

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> more backint_i_all_cu
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so"
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f inquire -i backint_i_all_cu
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.11"
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
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archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:10:25 2016
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#BACKUP S20160218_165822 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#BACKUP A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#BACKUP S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:10:25 2016
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 4
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #4. Inquire Specifying a Specific Backup

In this example, the backint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) specifying a
specific backup to validate its existence.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f inquire -i backint_i_specific
-o backint_o_specific
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> echo $?
0
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> more backint_i_specific backint_o_specific
::::::::::::::::::
backint_i_specific
::::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
::::::::::::::::::
backint_o_specific
::::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.11"
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:21:37 2016
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:21:37 2016
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #5. Inquire Using the Interactive Mode
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In this example, the backint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) using the
interactive mode. The input file is replaced by stdin, and the output file by stdout. Use ctrl-d
to terminate stdin.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f inquire
A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
A20160218_153629 "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so"
A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.xx

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:27:52 2016
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 3
#BACKUP A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#BACKUP A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#NOTFOUND A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.xx
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:27:52 2016
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 3
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> echo $?
0
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Delete
The delete function is used to clean up incomplete or erroneous backups. The input file contains
the information about the backup to be deleted in the following form:
• #EBID <external_backup_id> <file_name>: deletes a file.
• #EBID <external_backup_id>: deletes an empty archive.
• #NULL: deletes all empty archives.

For every object in the input file, the result is returned in a corresponding line in the output file.
• A successful deletion is indicated by the #DELETED keyword.
• An error is indicated by the #ERROR keyword.
• If the requested backup object could not be found on the backup server, a message

starting with the #NOTFOUND keyword is returned.
• If the backup server denied a deletion, this is indicated by the #NOTDELETED keyword.

#DELETED <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#NOTDELETED <external_backup_id> <file_name>
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#ERROR <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#NOTFOUND <external_backup_id> <file_name>

Example #1. Delete a File Instance Using the Interactive Mode

In this example, the backint command deletes a file instance in the Tina catalog (-f delete)
using the interactive mode.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f inquire
#NULL /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:41:07 2016
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
#BACKUP S20160218_165822 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
#BACKUP A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
#BACKUP S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:41:07 2016
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 4
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6 -p
/home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f delete
#EBID S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:42:42 2016
Requested function : delete
Number of inputs : 1
#DELETED S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:42:42 2016
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Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6 -p
/home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f inquire
#NULL /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:43:48 2016
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP S20160218_165822 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
#BACKUP A20160218_153629 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
#BACKUP S20160218_151803 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:43:48 2016
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 3
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #2. Delete Failed of a Non-Empty Archive

In this example, the backint command deletes an archive in the Tina catalog (-f delete) using
the interactive mode but fails because the archive is not empty (#NOTDELETED S20160218_
170342).

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f delete
#EBID S20160218_170342

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:52:01 2016
Requested function : delete
Number of inputs : 1
#NOTDELETED S20160218_170342
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:52:01 2016
Total duration : 00:00:00
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Number of outputs : 1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f inquire
#EBID S20160218_170342

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:54:28 2016
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#BACKUP S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:54:28 2016
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 2
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #3. Delete of all Empty Archives

In this example, the backint command deletes all empty archives in the Tina catalog (-
f delete) using the interactive mode.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f delete
#EBID S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so
#EBID S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cnx401.so

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:57:03 2016
Requested function : delete
Number of inputs : 2
#DELETED S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so
#DELETED S20160218_170342 /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:57:03 2016
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 2
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sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> backint -u david6
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_ora -f delete
#NULL

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.11
backint_product : oracle
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david6
archivelog_folder : sap.david7
Date begin : Wed Feb 24 14:57:38 2016
Requested function : delete
Number of inputs : 1
#DELETED S20160218_170342
Date end : Wed Feb 24 14:57:38 2016
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Viewing Backed Up Data in Tina for R/3
Files backed up by backint are stored in archives that can be viewed in Tina for R/3.

To view backed up data

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager of Tina for R/3.
2. Select Archiving   View.
3. Select the archive folder you have created in order to store SAP R/3 backups and click OK.
4. Select the host and click OK.
5. Authenticate User and Password and open the archive folder to view backups.

Each file (datafile or archive log) backed up by the SAP/Backintmodule of Tina for R/3 is stored
in an archive folder. The folder is composed of archives whose name is [S|A]yyyymmdd_hhmmss.
It corresponds to the backup identifier (external_backup_id) returned to SAP/Backint:
• The prefix S corresponds to the backup of datafiles (data from BRBACKUP) or archive logs if

an optional archive folder for archive logs was not defined.
The prefix A corresponds to the backup of archive logs (data from BRARCHIVE) provided
that an optional archive folder for archive logs was defined in the vendor parameter file.

• yyyymmdd_hhmmss corresponds to the data backup date and hour (year, month, day, hour,
minute, and second).

Note: If you have defined the archivelog_folder parameter in the vendor parameter file,
the archives have the prefix A which corresponds to the backup of archive logs.

For details on the archivelog_folder and localization parameters, see Vendor Parameter
File.

Example. Viewing Data from BRBACKUP (cold backup)
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This image shows an archive folder composed of three archives used as backup identifiers. The
absence of sub-archives (files directly located below the backup identifier) indicates that a cold
backup was performed.

This table describes the archive identifiers:

This Archive Identifier Indicates that

S20160218_151803

Prefix S Backed up data is composed of datafiles and comes therefore from
BRBACKUP.

Number 20160218_
151803

Data was backed up February 18th, 2016 at 15H18 and 03 seconds.

S20160218_165822

Prefix S Backed up data is composed of datafiles and comes therefore from
BRBACKUP.

Number 20160218_
165822

Data was backed up February 18th, 2016 at 16H58 and 22 seconds.

S20160224_150959

Prefix S Backed up data is composed of datafiles and comes therefore from
BRBACKUP.

Number 20160224_
150959

Data was backed up February 24th, 2016 at 15H09 and 59 seconds.

Example. Viewing Data from BRARCHIVE (always cold backup)

This image shows an archive folder composed of one archive used as a backup identifier.
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This table describes the archive identifier:

This Archive
Identifier Indicates that

A20160218_153629

Prefix A Backed up data is composed of archive logs and comes therefore
from BRARCHIVE.

Number 20160218_
153629

Data was backed up February 18th, 2016 at 15H36 and 29 seconds.

Cross-restore from one SAP Server to Another
This scenario enables you to set up a cross-restore architecture to recover a whole SAP server
(source host) on another server (destination host), should an incident occurs.

To perform a cross-restore of a SAP Server

First step: Configuring the Destination Host

1. On the destination host, install:

l Oracle
l SAP with the same instance name as on the source host
l BR* Tools
l Tina for R/3

2. Set the .utl file with the appropriate archive folder name.
See Configuring the Vendor Parameter File for details.

3. Set the .sap file with the appropriate DBSID.
See Maintaining the Vendor Parameter File for details.

4. On the destination host, create the same directory tree structure as on the source host. For
instance, ensure that you include the init.ora and the tnsnames.ora files, etc.

Second step: In Tina for R/3

1. On the destination host, launch Restore & Archive Manager in Tina for R/3.

2. Select Archiving   View, select the archive folder you have created for your source host and
click OK.

3. Select the destination host and click OK.
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4. Open the archive folder of your source host to view the backups.

5. Select the check box next to these files in order to restore them on the destination host:

l The .utl file
l The .sap file
l The ORAPWD file
l The sapbackup directory
l The saparch/archDBSID.log directory

6. Select Restore   Run. The Restore window opens.

7. Configure the restore parameters and click OK. The files have been restored.

Third step: Restarting the SAP instance

1. Start the SAP instance in NOMOUNT state:

startup nomount

2. Restore the control files with this command:

brrestore -m o

3. Restore the data with this command:

brrestore -d util_file -b last -m full

4. Restore the logs with this command:

brrestore -d util_file -a

5. Recover the database manually.

Additional Information
This topic gives you more details on:

l Syntax
l Return Codes
l Time Navigator Parameter Acting upon backint Operation

Syntax
backint [-u user_SID] [-f function] [-t type] [-p par_file]
[-i in_file] [-o out_file] [-c] [-v] [-V] [-help]

Parameters
This table describes the parameters of the backint command;
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Parameter Description

-u user_
SID

Specifies the user SID bound to a database instance and used by all the servers
in this instance. It corresponds to an identifier materialized by the archive used
to back up, restore, inquire, or delete data.

The parameter is mandatory.

[-f
function]

Specifies the backint function:

• backup
• restore
• inquire
• delete
This parameter is mandatory, except for verbose (-v or -V parameters).

[-t type] Specifies the backup type:

• file for a cold backup.
• file_online for a hot backup.
By default, a cold backup is performed.

[-p par_
file]

Specifies the parameter file. See Vendor Parameter File for details.

[-i in_
file]

Specifies the input file containing the list of files to be processed.

By default, the list is read from stdin.

The # symbol indicates an SAP keyword, like #NULL or #EBID. You cannot add
comments using the # symbol as in the vendor parameter file.

[-o out_
file]

Specifies the output file giving the results of the executed function.

By default, the message output is stdout.

[-c] Specifies that no interaction is possible with the user.

[-v] Specifies the version of backint to be printed on to stdout. One line describing
backint API version and backint implementation version.

For example: Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.2.0 P5406
R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8

[-V] Specifies detailed version information, same as for -v option plus additional
lines with detailed version and/or licensing information.

[-help] Displays the help command. It shows the list of the accepted parameters for the
command.

Note: –v and –V options will never be called by SAP R/3 database, they are for diagnosis
only.
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Return Codes
During the normal operation of the backint program, these error codes can be returned without
interrupting the program:

Value Description

0 All files have been correctly processed.

1 All files have been processed but some warnings occurred.

2 At least one of the files has not been correctly processed.

If another error code is returned, a more serious error occurred and interrupted the backint
program. Consult Tina event file to know what the code means.

Table of Principal Error Codes
This table describes the principal error codes you can find in the Tina event file:

Numerical
Error Code Tina Return Code Problem Description Solution

-18 TNInfoEof End of file The entry is not found

-7 TNErrRessource Not enough resources Check disk space.
Check if catalog is full

-3 TNErrRequest The requested operation cannot
be completed.

API already initialized

-2 TNErrParameter Parameter sending error. Correct the
parameters values.

-1 TNErrMemory Insufficient memory.

0 Ok The request has been run
successfully.

1 TN_ERR_REQ_
INCONS

Parameters are inconsistent. Check the
parameters provided

2 TN_ERR_PROCESS Error in process

5 TN_ERR_OS_
INCONS

The operating system indicates
an error that should never occur

8 TN_ERR_REQ Unsupported localization Check localization
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Numerical
Error Code Tina Return Code Problem Description Solution

11 TN_ERR_ODB ODB inaccessible Check ODB
connectivity

12 TN_ERR_MEM More memory required Increase RAM size

14 TN_ERR_PROG_
INCONS

Inconsistency found Check host name,
type, etc.

17 TN_ERR_CONFIG Error in configuration environment Check configuration
environment

18 TN_ERR_FNF File not found

19 TN_ERR_CONNECT_
SERV

Unable to connect to server Check connection
with the server

23 TN_ERR_PERM Request cannot be executed due
to insufficient permissions

Check user
permissions

40 TN_ERR_ABORT Abort operation requested by user

41 TN_ERR_TIMEOUT Timeout has expired. backint
process could not be completed

69 TN_ERR_NOT_INIT Package is not initialized

77 TN_ERR_
CONFLICT_RESS

Conflict in access to same
resource

Check access
permission

88 TN_ERR_COMPAT Compatibility problem

98 TN_ERR_OBJ_
INCONS

Object inconsistent

Time Navigator Parameter Acting upon backint Operation
The -max_wait_before_rewind tunable enables you to specify the waiting time before
rewinding between two sessions. It is very useful for SAP R/3 backup and restore because the
waiting time between the backup or restore of each file may be long.

The default value is 30 seconds.

Use the Web Administration to define this tunable on the machine to back up or to restore.

For details on defining tunables, see the Tina Administration Documentation.
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CHAPTER2-Tina for SAP HANA
This topic describes the installation and configuration as well as:

l SAP Overview
l SAP backint Functions
l Additional Information

HANA Overview
This topic describes the SAP HANA system, Atempo explains how the hdbbackint utility
enables SAP HANA to interface with Tina and details its main functions.

SAP HANA Database
SAP HANA is an in-memory, relational database management system developed by SAP. It is
optimized to exploit the parallel processing capabilities of modern multi-core CPU architectures.

In-memory computing is a technology that allows the processing of massive quantities of data in
main memory to provide immediate results from analysis and transaction. To achieve the desired
performance, in-memory computing follows several concepts:
• Keep data in main memory to speed up data access.
• Minimize data movement by leveraging the columnar storage concept, compression, and

performing calculations at the database level.
• Leverage the multi-core architecture of modern processors and multi-processor servers.

For the most up-to-date information on platforms supported by SAP HANA, see the Tina
Compatibility Guide on the Atempo web site.

SAP HANA Structure

A SAP HANA node has a set of services that keep independent data and log files. A typical
installation would consist of at least four services on a node: Index Server, Statistics Server, XS
Engine, Name Server but there could be additional services depending on the specific database.
Each service has its own data and log portion that needs to be backed up.

Each SAP HANA database system consists of one or multiple nodes. The system is represented
through its SID. An SID can consist of one or multiple instances. On each node there is a set of
services. The name service, although present on all nodes, is only active on one node at a time
creating log and data information on the node it is running on.

A multi-node SAP HANA installation consists of four nodes with typically 4 x 4  services. As it is
only active at one node at a time, the name server and associated configuration files are only
backed up from the active node. This equates to 13 data sources plus 13 log sources which
require backup.
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hdbbackint Interface
has developed the hdbbackint interface in accordance with standards defined by SAP. The
implementation is certified by SAP.

The hdbbackint interface enables you to control the interaction between SAP HANA and third-
party backup tools, such as Tina.

Tina for SAP HANA is presented as a binary called hdbbackint. SAP HANA backup-restore
programs can call the binary through an open interface which enables them to communicate with
Tina for SAP HANA.

Backup contents and triggering are decided by SAP. Tina for SAP HANA thus runs in slave
mode.

This diagram illustrates hdbbackint architecture in relation with SAP HANA:

hdbbackint works exclusively at file or pipe level: whatever the function used, hdbbackint
receives a file path including the list of files or pipes to be processed. Nothing is analyzed at
application level and hdbbackint is independent from the database used by SAP HANA.

The hdbbackint interface has four main functions:
• Backup. Receives a list of files or pipes to be backed up from SAP HANA.

Each file or pipe of the list received by hdbbackint is backed up. In return, hdbbackint
provides a backup identifier which corresponds to the name of the archive in which the file
or pipe has been archived. The identifier is used to specify files or pipes to be restored.
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To optimize performance, the list of files or pipes to be backed up can be processed by
several parallel sessions. To do so, the wanted parallelism index (backup_parallelism_
index parameter) and list splitting rules must be defined in a parameter file specific to
hdbbackint. For instance, files can be gathered per physical disk to optimize performance
according to database topology.
For details on vendor parameter files, see Vendor Parameter File .

• Restore. Receives a list of files or pipes to be restored from SAP HANA.
hdbbackint receives a list containing the paths of the files or pipes to be restored from
SAP HANA. Each file or pipe is preceded by the backup identifier which indicates its
location corresponding to the related archive of the archive folder.
Performance can also be optimized when restoring data. If the specified parallelism index
(restore_parallelism_index parameter) is different from 1, for example N, restore is split
into N parallel sessions.

• Inquire. Receives a list of files or pipes to be inquired from SAP HANA.
The inquire function operates exactly as the restore function, except that instead of
restoring files or pipes, found files or pipes are listed on the output.

• Delete. Receives a list of files or pipes to be deleted from SAP HANA.
The delete function operates exactly as the restore function, except that instead of
restoring files or pipes, deleted files or pipes are listed on the output.

For details on these functions, see HANA hdbbackint Functions.

Backed up Database Object Identification
To establish a common language between SAP HANA and the backup tool vendor, a file is
identified by two elements:
• The EBID or External Backup ID is created by the external backup tool and is a character

string of up to 32 bytes.
• The file path is defined by SAP HANA.

The Tina EBID is based on the date and time, preceded by a single letter prefix. It is also the
name given to an archive which is created each time hdbbackint is called with the -f backup
function.

The combination of the EBID and the file path is required to identify a unique backed up database
object.

HANA Installation and Configuration
This topic describes the initial procedures to perform to ensure normal operation of the
hdbbackint utility. In addition, the hdbbackint process can be customized by means of a
vendor parameter file.

Prerequisites
• Tina for SAP HANA is available on Linux platforms. For the most up-to-date information

on platforms supported by SAP HANA, see the Tina Compatibility Guide on the Atempo
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web site: https://www.atempo.com/Atempo/Resources/Collaterals/Time-Navigator-
Compatibility-Guide-Software.aspx

• Tina for SAP HANA should be installed on the same shared file system as the SAP HANA
database. <sharedDrive>/opt/hdbbackint/ should be the home directory of Tina for
SAP HANA installation. Multiple software versions or SID-specific installations may be
installed using a tool specific directory structure inside of
<sharedDrive>/opt/hdbbackint/.

Installing Tina for SAP HANA
Installing Tina for SAP HANA consists in installing a Tina agent on each host or machine hosting
the SAP HANA database to back up.

To install Tina for SAP HANA

1. Install a Tina agent on the machine to back up.
For details on how to install Tina, see the Tina Installation Documentation.
The hdbbackint binary provided with Tina distribution is copied in the Bin directory:

$TINA_HOME/Bin/hdbbackint
2. Copy the hdbbackint binary to this directory or create a symbolic link pointing from this

directory to the actual location of the binary:

/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/hdb/opt

Configuring hdbbackint for Tina for SAP HANA
This topic details the steps to configure the hdbbackint utility used to interface Tina with
SAP HANA.

This topic describes this information:
• Copying the Tina hdbbackint Program
• hdbbackint Command Line Interface
• Setting the Tina Environment for the <sid>adm User
• Configuring the Vendor Parameter File

Note: Perform a backup of files and executables before updating and overwriting.

Copying the Tina hdbbackint Program
To copy the Tina hdbbackint program, there are two ways to do it.

First way: copy or link the Tina program

1. Copy or link the Tina hdbbackint program from the $TINA_HOME/Bin source directory to
the /usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/hdb/opt target directory.

2. Set these permissions. This table describes the permissions to assign to the hdbbackint
program:
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Program Owner Group Permission

hdbbackint <sid>adm sapsys rwxr-xr-x (755)

3. To check the version of the hdbbackint program, run this command:

>hdbbackint -v
Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.2.0 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.8
The version of the hdbbackint programmust be minimum 4.4.2 SP0 P0.

Second way: create a script

> Create a script in usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/hdb/opt/hdbbackint :

#!/bin/bash

TINA_HOME=/usr/Atempo/TimeNavigator/tina/

. $TINA_HOME/.tina.sh

export TINA_R3_TMP_DIR=/tmp

export TINA_CATALOG=cata_1

$TINA_HOME/Bin/hdbbackint $*

hdbbackint Command Line Interface
hdbbackint uses a call interface at command line level with this syntax:

hdbbackint [-u user_SID] [-f function] [-p par_file] [-i in_file] [-o out_
file] [-s backup_set] [-c object_count] [-l backup_level] [-v] [-V] [-help]

For details on these commands, see .

Setting the Tina Environment for the <sid>adm User

To set the Tina environment for the <sid>adm user

1. csh Environment.
Add this entry in the .loginOR .dbenv_<hostname>.csh file:
# Time Navigator - Environment settings
source $TINA_HOME/.tina.csh
This has the effect of setting these Tina variables:
setenv TINA_HOME "$TINA_HOME"
setenv TINA_SERVICE_NAME "tina"
setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH "${LD_LIBRARY_PATH}:$TINA_HOME/Lib"
setenv PATH "${PATH}:$TINA_HOME/Bin"
sh Environment.
Add this entry in the .profileOR .dbenv_<hostname>.sh file:
# Time Navigator - Environment settings
. $TINA_HOME/.tina.sh
This has the effect of setting these Tina variables:
TINA_HOME="$TINA_HOME"
export TINA_HOME
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TINA_SERVICE_NAME="tina"
export TINA_SERVICE_NAME
LD_LIBRARY_PATH="${LD_LIBRARY_PATH:+$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:}$TINA_HOME/Lib"
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH
PATH="${PATH:+$PATH:}$TINA_HOME/Bin"
export PATH

2. To check that the Tina environment has been set, run this command:
env | grep -i tina
TINA_HOME=$TINA_HOME
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$TINA_HOME/Lib
PATH=$TINA_HOME/Bin
TINA_SERVICE_NAME=tina

3. Check that the Tina environment has been set for SAP HANA.
Check that these variables are set:
TINA_HOME=$TINA_HOME
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/hdb/opt:$TINA_HOME/Lib
PATH=$TINA_HOME/Bin
TINA_SERVICE_NAME=tina

Note: It requires Stop and Start of SAP HANA to take effect (after .sh and .csh profiles
have been updated).

Configuring the Vendor Parameter File
The vendor parameter file contains vendor-specific information that is needed for backup and
restore. It is possible to assign individual parameter files to each host and to each server.

Parameter files should be stored in this directory:
/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/hdb/opt/hdbconfig.

Note: If you do not store the parameter files in this directory, you should create a symbolic
link pointing from this shared area to the actual location of the parameter files.

This table describes all the mandatory parameters of the vendor parameter file:

Parameter Description Value (example) Status

backint_
product

Specifies the database you
want to back up and restore.

hana Mandatory

home Specifies the Tina installation
directory.

/opt/hdbbackint/atempo/
TimeNavigator/
tina

Mandatory

catalog Specifies the catalog to which
hdbbackint is connected to
perform data backup and
restore.

cata_1 Mandatory

tmp_dir Specifies the absolute path of
the directory used to store pipe
or file lists temporarily.

/var/tmp Mandatory

Example. Vendor Parameter File
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# <parameter name> <parameter value>
backint_product hana
home /opt/hdbbackint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina
catalog cata_1
tmp_dir /var/tmp

For details on the vendor parameter file and the list of all supported parameters, see Vendor
Parameter File .

Configuring Tina for SAP HANA
Preliminary Steps

Before using the hdbbackint utility, the Tina administrator must perform these administrative
tasks:
• Creating a user with specific permissions. Declare the operating system group and

user who executes the backups. This user is the owner of the archive folders into which the
data is backed up. Therefore, you must grant this user the appropriate archiving and
restore rights in Tina prior to perform any backup and restore.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.
• Creating a media pool. Create a media pool to back up hdbbackint objects. You must

associate this pool with the archive folder containing the hdbbackint backup.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.
• Creating an archive folder. Create an archive folder to store the objects backed up by the

hdbbackint utility:
– Declare the archive folder as a SAP/Backint folder.
– Associate the archive folder with the media pool previously defined.
– Declare on the Tina server the group and user who creates archives.
– Define the SAP <sid>adm user as the owner of the archive folder.
– Uncheck the Use Cache on Server option in the Processings tab to back up data in

SIDF format.
– Use the Compressed option in the Cartridges tab to compress data.

• recommends not to associate keywords with the SAP/Backint archive folders to
be able to create archives without mandatory keywords during a backup.

• If you use the -u <user_SID> option of the hdbbackint command to define the
archive folder, the archive folder will be named sap.<user_SID>.
If you use the Archiving   Folders   New menu in Restore & Archive Manager
to create an archive folder, you can specify any name for the archive folder.

See the Tina Archiving Documentation for details.

Securing SAP HANA Data through Tina Security & Compliance Manager

If you need to encrypt SAP HANA data through Tina Security & Compliance Manager, create a
backup selection on the root of the host where the SAP/Backint archive folder is located.
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Associate this backup selection with a security rule applied to archiving. To restore secured data,
set the restore_session_id parameter in the vendor parameter file.

For details on the vendor parameter file, see Vendor Parameter File .

For details on backup selections and Tina Security & Compliance Manager, see the Tina
Administration Documentation and the Atempo-Tina Security & Compliance Manager
Documentation.

System Configuration

The administrator must declare this information when backing up and restoring data:
• The type of the database to back up and restore (oracle, hana or maxdb).
• The Tina installation directory.
• The name of the catalog to which hdbbackint is connected.
• The absolute path of the temporary directory where file or pipe lists are stored.

You can specify this mandatory information either in the vendor parameter file, or in environment
variables.

The vendor parameter file must be specified to hdbbackint (with -p option). If one piece of
compulsory information is not indicated in the vendor parameter file, hdbbackint searches for
the information in the environment variables.

This table describes the mandatory information to specify either in the vendor parameter file or in
the environment variables:

Mandatory Information Vendor Parameter
File

Environment
Variable

Database backint_product None

Tina installation directory home TINA_HOME

Catalog catalog TINA_CATALOG

Temporary directory used to store file or
pipe lists

tmp_dir TINA_R3_TMP_DIR

Vendor Parameter File
You can use a parameter file to define hdbbackint behavior. The file should be located in the
/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/hdb/opt/hdbconfig directory.

• If you do not store the parameter file in this directory, you should create a
symbolic link pointing from this shared area to the actual location of the
parameter files.

• You can assign individual parameter files to each host and to each server.

The syntax of the vendor parameter file is:

<parameter_name> <parameter_value> with one name-value per line.
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Lines beginning by the # symbol are comments.

Note: In the input file (-i option of hdbbackint command), the # symbol indicates an SAP
keyword, like #NULL or #EBID. You cannot add comments using the # symbol as in the
vendor parameter file (-p option of hdbbackint command). For details on the input files,
see Input and Output Files.

provides a sample vendor parameter file named hdbparam.sample and located in the $TINA_
HOME/Conf directory.

Example. hdbparam.sample Vendor Parameter File

backint_product hana
home “/opt/hdbbackint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina”
catalog klondike
tmp_dir /var/tmp
stop_on_error 0
backup_parallelism_index 2
restore_parallelism_index 2
app_trace_debug 1

List of Parameters
This table describes the parameters of the vendor parameter file:

Parameter Description Status

backint_
product

Specifies the database you want to back up and restore
(oracle/maxdb/hana).

Mandatory

home Specifies the installation directory of the backup agent
(Tina).

You must specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_HOME environment variable.

Mandatory

catalog Specifies the catalog to which hdbbackint is connected to
perform data backup and restore.

You must specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_CATALOG environment
variable.

Mandatory
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Parameter Description Status

tmp_dir Specifies the absolute path of the directory where block files
used to store file or pipe lists temporarily are located.

Block files are called TINA_<pid>_INPUT_<n> and TINA_
<pid>_RELOC_<n> where:

• <pid> corresponds to the process ID of the parent.
• <n> corresponds to the child numeric index starting at 0.
You must specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_R3_TMP_DIR environment
variable.

Mandatory

app_trace_
debug

Logs additional debug events in the event log file during the
execution of hdbbackint.

The parameter default value is 0. The debug level ranges
from 0 to 9.

You can specify this information in one of these locations:

• The vendor parameter file.
• The TINA_APP_TRACE_DEBUG environment variable.
• The $TINA_HOME/Conf/parameters.xml tunable file.

Optional

folder Specifies the archive folder into which data backup and
restore are performed.

This parameter overrides the -u option of the hdbbackint
command.

You can specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_R3_FOLDER environment
variable.

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

archivelog_
folder

Specifies the archive folder into which archive logs or
transaction logs are backed up and restored. In that case,
datafiles are backed up in the archive folder specified by the
folder parameter.

If the information is not specified, all files (archive logs,
transaction logs, and datafiles) are backed up together in a
single folder specified by the folder parameter or the -u
option of the hdbbackint command.

You can use this parameter with two separate media pools:
one for datafile backups and the other for archive log
backups.
You can specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER
environment variable.

Optional

archivelog_
parallelism_
index

Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous processes
during a backup of archive logs or transaction logs.

The parameter default value is 1.

Optional

archivelog_
retention_
period

Specifies the retention period (in days) of backed up archive
logs and transaction logs.

If the information is not specified, the retention period of the
archive logs and transaction logs used is the one specified
by the retention_period parameter whose default value
is 0.

The value of the archivelog_retention_period
parameter is taken into account only if you specify an
archive folder to back up archive logs using the
archivelog_folder parameter.

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

backup_
parallelism_
index

Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous processes
during a backup of datafiles in order to optimize
performance.

If a parallelism index is specified, the list is split into N
sublists which is independently processed by a dedicated
process (parallelization). N corresponds to the minimum
value between the specified parallelism index and the
number of sublists calculated by the father process.

The number of files to back up is divided by the parallelism
index to calculate the number of sublists.

A new process is started by file block within the limit of the
parallelism index value. The parallelism index depends on
the number of drives that can be used for backup and the
topology of the database to be backed up.

The parameter default value is 1.

Do not specify a too high parallelism index because
SAP HANA already parallelizes hdbbackint execution.

Optional

backup_retry Automatically restarts a backup that has failed. It
corresponds to the number of backup retries before
considering the backup has failed.

The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

restore_
parallelism_
index

Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous processes
during a restore in order to optimize the restore resources
allocated to SAP HANA.

The initial list of files or pipes to restore is sorted according
to the media cartridge list.

A new process is started by file block within the limit of the
parallelism index value. The parallelism index depends on
the number of drives that can be used for restore and the
topology of the database to be restored.

The parameter default value is 1.

Optional

restore_
session_id

If you want to restore data that has been secured through
Tina Security & Compliance Manager, you must set the
restore_session_id parameter.

The value of this parameter is the output of the password
session generated by tina_scm_control.

For details on the tina_scm_control command, see the
Atempo-Tina Command Line Interface Documentation.

Mandatory
with Tina
Security &
Compliance
Manager
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Parameter Description Status

retention_
period

Specifies the retention period (in days) of backed up files. It
enables you to define a retention period for objects backed
up in the catalog independently from the retention period
associated with media pools. If no value is associated with
this parameter or if it equals zero, the retention period is the
one of the media pool on which files are backed up.

Backed up files will be purged if these conditions are met:

• hdbbackint is running during backup of datafiles.
• There is no error on backed up files, which means that

the backup was successful.
The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

single_file_
backup_mode

Disables the feature that performs backup of grouped data:

• If single_file_backup_mode = 1, grouped backup is
disabled (one file for one job).

• If single_file_backup_mode = 0, grouped backup is
enabled (n files for one job).

The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

single_file_
restore_mode

Disables the feature that performs restore of grouped data:

• If single_file_restore_mode = 1, grouped restore is
disabled (one file for one job).

• If single_file_restore_mode = 0, grouped restore is
enabled (n files for one job).

The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

stop_on_error Stops all backups if an error occurs when backing up one of
the files. If backups are parallelized and an error occurs on
one of the files managed by a child process (backup_
parallelism_index not equal to 1), the whole backup
process is stopped (i.e., the child process which generated
the error as well as all other existing child processes).

• If stop_on_error = 1, all child processes are stopped
at the first error on one of the child processes.

• If stop_on_error = 0, the parameter is ignored. In this
case, the backup continues.

The parameter default value is 0.

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

sync_cart Specifies the end of backup once data has been written in
cache or on media:

• If sync_cart = 1, the backup end is specified once
data has been written on media.

• If sync_cart = 0, the backup end is specified once
data has been written in cache.

The parameter default value is 1.

Optional

Example #1. Calculating Parallelism
• Backup.

Effective parallelism (which is the number of simultaneous processes) equals the minimum
value between the specified parallelism index and the number of sublists.
– If backup_parallelism_index = 2 and number of sublists = 4, then number of

simultaneous processes = 2.
– If backup_parallelism_index = 5 and number of sublists = 2, then number of

simultaneous processes = 2.
– If backup_parallelism_index = 3 and number of sublists = 3, then number of

simultaneous processes = 3.
• Restore.

Effective parallelism (which is the number of simultaneous processes) equals the minimum
value between the specified parallelism index and the number of necessary media to
restore the list of files or pipes.
– If restore_parallelism_index = 2 and number of necessary media to restore the

list of files or pipes = 4, then number of simultaneous processes = 2.
– If restore_parallelism_index = 10 and number of necessary media to restore the

list of files or pipes = 5, then number of simultaneous processes = 5.
– If restore_parallelism_index = 3 and number of necessary media to restore the

list of files or pipes = 3, then number of simultaneous processes = 3.

Example #2. Vendor Parameter File

In this example, datafiles are backed up in the HANA-DF archive folder, four backup processes
and two restore processes are parallelized.

Archive logs are backed up in the HANA-AL archive folder and two processes are parallelized.

The backup end is specified once data has been written on media (sync_cart parameter = 1).

backint_product hana
home “/opt/hdbbackint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina”
catalog hana_backup
tmp_dir var/tmp
folder HANA-DF
archivelog_folder HANA-AL
backup_parallelism_index 4
restore_parallelism_index 2
archivelog_parallelism_index 2
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sync_cart 1

In this example, the same parallelism is specified for the datafiles (four backup processes and
two restore processes are parallelized) and no parallelism is specified for the archive logs (no
archivelog_parallelism_index parameter).

If Tina Security & Compliance Manager is installed, restore uses the restore_session_id
parameter.

backint_product hana
home “/opt/hdbbackint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina”
catalog hana_backup
tmp_dir /var/tmp
folder HANA-DF
archivelog_folder HANA-AL
backup_parallelism_index 4
restore_parallelism_index 2
sync_cart 1
restore_session_id 44~rfsLwQAAAAAACAAAAAgbbh11.8sCcBwta6N6Dr5H0r
2m3BMlp8t96yNdutwMUsAA

Environment Variables
The vendor parameter file must be specified to hdbbackint (with -p option). If one piece of
compulsory information is not indicated in the vendor parameter file, hdbbackint searches for
the information in the environment variables.

This table describes the environment variables available in Tina for SAP HANA:

Environment
Variable Information Status

TINA_APP_
TRACE_DEBUG

Generates additional debug events in the event log file during
the execution of hdbbackint. The debug level ranges from 0
to 9.

Optional

TINA_CATALOG Specifies the catalog to which hdbbackint is connected to
perform data backup and restore.

Mandatory

TINA_R3_
CATALOG

Obsolete environment variable. Not
supported

TINA_HOME Specifies the Tina installation directory. Mandatory

TINA_R3_
BACKINT_PATH

Specifies the absolute path and name of the hdbbackint
binary in the case of special configurations.

Optional
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Environment
Variable Information Status

TINA_R3_
ARCHIVELOG_
FOLDER

Specifies the optional archive folder into which archive log
backup and restore are performed.

Optional

TINA_R3_
FOLDER

Specifies the optional archive folder into which datafile backup
and restore are performed.

Optional

TINA_R3_TMP_
DIR

Specifies the absolute path of the temporary directory used to
store file or pipe lists.

Mandatory

Example. Environment Variables

setenv TINA_APP_TRACE_DEBUG 1
setenv TINA_CATALOG hana_backup
setenv TINA_HOME /opt/hdbbackint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina
setenv TINA_R3_BACKINT_PATH /bin/sap/hdbbackint
setenv TINA_R3_FOLDER HANA-DF
setenv TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER HANA-AL
setenv TINA_R3_TMP_DIR /var/tmp

Step by step backup configuration for SAP HANA V2
To backup the configuration for SAP HANA V2, you need to follow these 8 steps.

Note: In this procedure <SID> is HXE.
In this procedure, you will have to create or modify these files:
- /usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/opt/hdbbackint
- /usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/opt/hdbconfig/param
- /usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/custom/config/global.ini

Step 1: Creating sap.HXE ARCHIVE folder (SAP backint type)
1. In the Web Administration, expand your catalog in the Time Navigator Explorer.
2. Expand the Data Management node, and click Archive Folders. The Archive Folders pane

opens.
3. Click New Archive Folder.
4. Enter the name of the archive folder as sap.XXXX.
5. Select SAP/Backint as type.
6. In the access tab, create hxeadm user and grant backup and archive permissions.
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Step 2: Linking hdbbackint to Tina

To link hdbbackint to Tina, you have to edit or create scripts and files.
1. Edit or create a script in : /usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/opt/hdbbackint :

#!/bin/bash

TINA_HOME=/usr/Atempo/TimeNavigator/tina/

. $TINA_HOME/.tina.sh

export TINA_R3_TMP_DIR=/tmp

export TINA_CATALOG=tina_catalog_name

$TINA_HOME/Bin/hdbbackint $*
2. In case of choosing to create a particular Archive folder name, we need to overwrite the -u

option of the hdbbackint command:

export TINA_R3_FOLDER=sap.XXX

Export TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER=sap.XXX_ARCH

$TINA_HOME/Bin/hdbbackint $*
In this case:
• TINA_R3_FOLDER Specifies the optional archive folder into which datafile backup and

restore are performed.
This parameter overrides the -u option of the hdbbackint command.
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• TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER Specifies the optional archive folder into which archive
log backup and restore are performed.
This parameter overrides the -u option of the hdbbackint command.

3. Edit or create a script in /usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/custom/config/global.ini :

# cat /usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/custom/config/global.ini

[backup]

catalog_backuping_backint = true

catalog_backup_parameter_file =
/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/global/hdb/opt/hdbconfig/param

4. Edit or create a parameter file in /usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/opt/hdbconfig/param :

backint_product hana

home TINA_HOME=/usr/Atempo/TimeNavigator/tina/

catalog catalogX

tmp_dir /tmp

folder sap.HXE

app_trace_debug 9

Step 3: Connecting to hxeadm user

In order to perform backup you must be “hxeadm” user. “hxehost” is the SAPHANA server (in our
case)
1. Enter the command #su - hxeadm
2. Add user key as follow:

hdbuserstore -i set <key> <client_computer>:<port_number> <user_name> <password>
in our case: hdbuserstore -i set BACKUP hxehost:39013 USER passwd

Note: “3xx13”, “xx” is the instance number.

To find sid user and instance number of HANA db:
• You could use following OS command to find all HANA sid users.

cat /etc/passwd |grep HANA
• Moreover, for HANA system instance number, you could refer to the folder name of

your HANA system.
/usr/sap/<SID>/HDB<instance number>
hxeadm@hxehost:/usr/sap/HXE/HDB90>

Step 4: Performing backup of the database in interactive mode

To perform backup of the database in interactive mode, insert the following line:

hxeadm@hxehost:/usr/sap/HXE/HDB90> hdbuserstore -i set BACKUP hxehost:39013
SYSTEM Atempo18

hxeadm@hxehost:/usr/sap/HXE/HDB90> hdbsql -n hxehost:39013
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*****> -U option « store » the SYSTEM password in a variable « BACKUP »,
then we don’t need to retype the user/password again.

Welcome to the SAP HANA Database interactive terminal.

Type: \h for help with commands

\q to quit

hdbsql=> \c -U BACKUP

Connected to HXE@hxehost:39013

hdbsql SYSTEMDB=> backup data using backint
('/usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/backint/SYSTEMDB/toto')

0 rows affected (overall time 148.838089 sec; server time 148.834555 sec)

You can add data incremental or differential

Step 5: Following up the backup in tina_job

To follow up the backup, connect to tina_job

Example of log backup:

*****> /usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/backint/SYSTEMDB/ is an existing (chmod
755) directory

Toto is a file used by the backup as temporary.

To debug:

hxeadm@hxehost:/usr/sap/HXE/HDB90/hxehost/trace> cdtrace

hxeadm@hxehost:/usr/sap/HXE/HDB90/hxehost/trace> tail -20 backup.log

2019-03-25T15:06:37+00:00 P006440 169b563999d INFO BACKUP state
of service: nameserver, hxehost:39001, volume: 1,
BackupPrepareSavepointInProgress

[…]
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2019-03-25T15:09:06+00:00 P006440 169b565dee2 INFO LOGBCKUP state
of service: nameserver, hxehost:39001, volume: 0,
BackupExecuteCatalogBackupFinished

2019-03-25T15:09:06+00:00 P006440 169b563999d INFO BACKUP SAVE
DATA finished successfully

hxeadm@hxehost:/usr/sap/HXE/HDB90/hxehost/trace> tail -20 backint.log

2019-03-25 15:09:06.104 backint terminated:

pid: 11153

exit code: 0

output:

#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.04" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.6.1.1 B5
P5943 R110512, hdbbackint Sap 4.4.16"

backint_product : hana

home : /usr/Atempo/TimeNavigator/tina

catalog : catalog

folder : sap.HXE

archivelog_folder : sap.HXE

Date begin : Mon Mar 25 15:08:01 2019

Requested function : backup (data)

Backup set id (count) : 1553526397341 (2)

Number of files : 1

Parallelism : 1

#SAVED C20190325_150811 "/usr/sap/HXE/SYS/global/hdb/backint/SYSTEMDB/toto_
databackup_1_1" 151003136

Date end : Mon Mar 25 15:08:58 2019

Total duration : 00:00:57

Step 6: Performing backup of the database in script mode

The following script is an example and has to be adjusted to your needs.

On execution, it triggers a full database backup using the backint interface configured earlier in
this guide. Afterward, it returns the exit code so that the command event will be shown with state
"Error" if something goes wrong.

Create this script within using the for expl. vi hdbbackup.sh and insert the following lines:

#!/bin/sh

# Example script for starting a full SAP HANA database backup
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# Create a unique backup prefix using the current timestamp

PREFIX="COMPLETE_DATA_BACKUP_`date "+%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S"`_`hostname -s`"

echo "Backup Prefix is: $PREFIX"

# Start backup via hdbsql query

echo "Starting backup via hdbsql..."

# -i <instanceNumber>, -n <node>, -u <dbuser>

# Multi Tenancy only: -d <database> has to be added and the SQL command is
"BACKUP DATA FOR <tenant_db_name> USING BACKINT ('$PREFIX')"

# Different possible backup levels are DIFFERENTIAL and INCREMENTAL. -->
example: "BACKUP DATA DIFFERENTIAL [FOR <tenant_db_name>] USING BACKINT
('$PREFIX'_DIFF)"

/usr/sap/HXE/HDB90/exe/hdbsql -i 90 -n localhost -U BACKUP "BACKUP DATA
USING BACKINT ('$PREFIX')"

# Collect exit code of hdbsql and pass it as exit code of this backup script

EXIT_CODE=$?

exit $EXIT_CODE

Step 7: Checking the result of your backup in the Archive folder of Tina

Connect to the Restore & Archive Manager to check the result of your backup.
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Step 8: Restoring and recovering

Recovering a SAP HANA instance can easily be accomplished using the SAP HANA Studio.

hxeadm@hxehost:/usr/sap/HXE/home> ll
/usr/sap/HXE/HDB90/exe/Python/bin/python

-r-xr-xr-x 1 hxeadm sapsys 7842973 Apr 4 2017
/usr/sap/HXE/HDB90/exe/Python/bin/python

hxeadm@hxehost:/usr/sap/HXE/home> /usr/sap/HXE/HDB90/exe/Python/bin/python
/usr/sap/HXE/SYS/exe/hdb/python_support/recoverSys.py --password=Atempo18 --
wait --command="RECOVER DATABASE UNTIL TIMESTAMP '2019-03-25 16:59:59'"

[140268292540160, 0.003] >> starting recoverSys (at Mon Mar 25 15:59:42
2019)

[140268292540160, 0.004] args: ()

[140268292540160, 0.004] keys: {'command': "RECOVER DATABASE UNTIL TIMESTAMP
'2019-03-25 16:59:59'", 'password': 'Atempo18', 'wait': True}

own pid: 13063

recoverSys started: 2019-03-25 15:59:42

testing master: hxehost

hxehost is master

shutdown database, timeout is 120

stop system

stop system: hxehost

stopping system: 2019-03-25 15:59:42

stopped system: 2019-03-25 16:00:11

creating file recoverInstance.sql

restart database

restart master nameserver: 2019-03-25 16:00:16

start system: hxehost

2019-03-25T16:01:50+00:00 P013265 169b594d4df INFO RECOVERY state
of service: nameserver, hxehost:39001, volume: 1, RecoveryPrepared

2019-03-25T16:04:13+00:00 P013265 169b594d4df INFO RECOVERY RECOVER
DATA finished successfully, reached timestamp 2019-03-25T16:00:06+00:00,
reached log position 2401600

recoverSys finished successfully: 2019-03-25 16:04:14

[140268292540160, 271.845] 0
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[140268292540160, 271.845] << ending recoverSys, rc = 0 (RC_TEST_OK), after
271.841 secs

hxeadm@hxehost:/usr/sap/HXE/home>

Input and Output Files
The input file contains information necessary to perform the requested function (-f). It usually
contains a list of objects.
The output file contains result information for the database.

Each input line may start with a keyword. If not, it is equivalent to #FILE. Each output line may
start with a keyword. Output lines not starting with a keyword are considered as comments and
may contain any plain text (e.g. to indicate progress or to support error analysis). The character
encoding of both files is UTF-8.

There are some formatting requirements for the parameters following keywords:
• Parameters may be quoted with double quotation marks (").
• Parameters containing a space must be quoted with double quotation marks.
• If a parameter contains a double quote, the double quote must be escaped with a

backslash.
• A backslash escapes double quotes only. A backslash in a parameter value must not be

escaped.

Example. Valid input or output lines

#PIPE /var/tmp/backup_Monday_cw47_2012
#PIPE "/var/tmp/backup Monday cw47 2012"
#EBID "Hb12\"NAB" "/var/tmp/myTool.#YSOwa"

Input and output files are provided to hdbbackint by the SAP HANA database.

Limitation
Empty archives tend to accumulate over time, but can be removed using the -f delete function.
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HANA hdbbackint Functions
Note: This section is only valid for SAP HANA V1.

This topic details the backup, restore, inquire, and delete functions of the hdbbackint command.
It also explains how to Viewing Backed Up Data in Tina for SAP HANA.

Backup
For the backup function, the input file contains any number of the two types of entries: #PIPE and
#FILE. They contain one or more descriptions of pipes or files to be used by hdbbackint. Each
line starts with an indicator that defines the type of the data source, followed by the name of the
pipe or file in the file system:

#PIPE <file_name>
#FILE <file_name>

This type information is used in a subsequent restore. Non-existent or unreadable files or pipes
should be treated as an error.

For each entry in the input file, a corresponding entry is returned in the output file. This entry may
indicate success or an error:

#SAVED <external_backup_id> <file_name> <size>
#ERROR <file_name>

Example. Backup of the Whole Database

In this example, the hdbbackint command performs the backup (-f backup) of the whole
database (-l COMPLETE) managed by SAP HANA. The vendor parameter file is named
backint_par and contains backup information.

SAP HANA creates an input file (backint_i_6_files) containing the paths of the files to back
up, retrieves the list of the six files to back up in the input file, performs the backup and sends to
the standard output as many messages of type #SAVED C20150923_151945_
"/home/.../file" <size> as there are files to back up.

C20150923_151945_ is both a backup identifier used by SAP HANA and a Tina for SAP HANA
archive into which hdbbackint has performed the backup.

The hdbbackint command indicates the result of the backup in the output file (backint_o_6_
files) and shows that six files have been backed up with an error on one path (#ERROR
"/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so").

SAP HANAmemorizes the hdbbackint answer that can be used for a possible restore.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f backup -s six -c 6 -l COMPLETE
-i backint_i_6_files -o backint_o_6_files
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> echo $?
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1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back> more backint_i_6_files backint_o_6_files
:::::::::::::::::
backint_i_6_files
:::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
#FILE "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cnx401.so"
#FILE "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so"
#FILE "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_nd\"401.so"
#FILE "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_nd'401.so"
#FILE "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so"
#FILE "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so"
:::::::::::::::::
backint_o_6_files
:::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8"
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Wed Sep 23 15:19:45 2015
Requested function : backup
Backup set id (count) : six (6)
Number of files : 6
Parallelism : 2
#SAVED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so" 134973
#SAVED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so" 414282
#SAVED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd\"401.so" 754840
#SAVED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd'401.so" 754840
#SAVED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so" 2060477
#ERROR "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so"
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/back>

Restore
When a restore is performed, hdbbackint is supplied with more information than for a backup
because, for the restore function, a specific backup from the backup server has to be selected.
Thus not only the file name of the pipe or file is given, but also the external backup ID which
denotes the selected backup. If the #NULL keyword is specified instead of the external backup ID,
the newest available backup for this file name has to be selected. The type of backup (file or pipe)
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is stored in the backup server. During restore, files are created by hdbbackint. Pipes must be
created in advance by the database.

If you want to restore the content to another file name, you can add the absolute name of a target
to the combination of external backup ID and the name of the file or pipe. A specific backup is
determined by its external backup ID together with its name in the file system. If the #NULL
keyword is specified, the latest version of the object, identified by the file name, is retrieved. Thus
every line in the input file has the following format:

#NULL <file_name> [<dest_name>]
#EBID <external_backup_id> <file_name> [<dest_name>]

For every object in the input file, the result is returned in a corresponding line in the output file. A
successful restore is indicated by the #RESTORED keyword; an error is indicated by the #ERROR
keyword. If the requested backup object could not be found on the backup server, a message
starting with the #NOTFOUND keyword is returned.

#RESTORED <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#ERROR <file_name>
#NOTFOUND <file_name>

Example #1. Restore to the Original Location

In this example, the hdbbackint command performs the restore (-f restore) of the whole
database managed by SAP HANA to the original location. The vendor parameter file is named
backint_par and contains restore information.

SAP HANA creates an input file (backint_i_6_files_origin) containing the paths of the files
to restore, retrieves the list of the six files to restore in the input file, performs the restore and
sends to the output file as many messages of type #RESTORED C20150923_151945_
“/home/.../file" as there are files to restore.

C20150923_151945_ is both a backup identifier used by SAP HANA and a Tina for SAP HANA
archive into which hdbbackint has performed the backup used for restore.

The hdbbackint command indicates the result of the restore in the output file (backint_o_6_
files_origin) and shows that six files have been restored with an error on one path
(#NOTFOUND "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so").

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f restore -i backint_i_6_files_origin
-o backint_o_6_files_origin
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> echo $?
1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> more backint_i_6_files_origin backint_o_6_
files_origin
::::::::::::::::::::::::
backint_i_6_files_origin
::::::::::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
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#EBID C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so"
#EBID C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
#EBID C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd\"401.so"
#EBID C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd'401.so"
#EBID C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
#EBID C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so"
::::::::::::::::::::::::
backint_o_6_files_origin
::::::::::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8"
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Wed Sep 23 15:32:32 2015
Requested function : restore
Number of files : 6
Parallelism : 2
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd'401.so"
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so"
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd\"401.so"
#NOTFOUND "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so"
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest>

Example #2. Restore to Another Location

In this example, the hdbbackint command performs the restore (-f restore) of the whole
database managed by SAP HANA to another directory (/home/sapadm/tests/rest) using the
#NULL keyword instead of specifying the EBID, in order to restore the most recent backup.

The hdbbackint command indicates the result of the restore in the output file (backint_o_6_
files_dir) and shows that six files have been restored with an error on one path
(#NOTFOUND "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so").

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f restore -i backint_i_6_files_dir
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-o backint_o_6_files_dir
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> echo $?
1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest> more backint_i_6_files_dir backint_o_6_
files_dir
:::::::::::::::::::::
backint_i_6_files_dir
:::::::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cnx401.so"
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so"
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_nd\"401.so"
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_nd'401.so"
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so"
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so"
/home/sapadm/tests/rest
:::::::::::::::::::::
backint_o_6_files_dir
:::::::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8"
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Wed Sep 23 15:41:09 2015
Requested function : restore
Number of files : 6
Parallelism : 2
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd'401.so"
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so"
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
#RESTORED C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd\"401.so"
#NOTFOUND "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_d401.so"
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/rest>
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Inquire
The inquire function is used to obtain information from the backup server. The input file
contains information about the objects for which information is requested. The input file contains
multiple lines in one of these formats:

#NULL
#EBID <external_backup_id>
#NULL <file_name>
#EBID <external_backup_id> <file_name>

For every object in the input file, the result is returned in at least one corresponding line in the
output file. If an inquire matches multiple objects, a line is written for every object to the output file,
sorted by the date the backup was created (latest backup first). The inquiry with the #NULL
keyword lists all the available archives for the specified user ID.
• A matching database object is indicated by the #BACKUP keyword.
• If no matching database objects were found on the backup server, a message starting with

the #NOTFOUND keyword is returned.
• Errors are indicated by the #ERROR keyword.

#BACKUP <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#ERROR [<external_backup_id>] [<file_name>]
#NOTFOUND [<external_backup_id>] [<file_name>]

Example #1. Inquire Using the #NULL Keyword

In this example, the hdbbackint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) using the
#NULL keyword to show all files in all archives.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f inquire -i backint_i_null
-o backint_o_null
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> more backint_i_null backint_o_null
::::::::::::::
backint_i_null
::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
#NULL
::::::::::::::
backint_o_null
::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8"
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
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Date begin : Mon Sep 28 17:11:51 2015
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP C20150928_165530_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd'401.so"
#BACKUP C20150928_165530_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd\"401.so"
#BACKUP C20150928_165530_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
#BACKUP C20150928_165530_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
#BACKUP C20150928_165530_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd'401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd\"401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so"
Date end : Mon Sep 28 17:11:51 2015
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 10
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #2. Inquire Using the #EBID Keyword

In this example, the hdbbackint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) using the
#EBID keyword to show the contents of one archive.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f inquire -i backint_i_what
-o backint_o_what
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> more backint_i_what backint_o_what
::::::::::::::
backint_i_what
::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
#EBID C20150923_151945_
::::::::::::::
backint_o_what
::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8"
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
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catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Mon Sep 28 17:19:14 2015
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd'401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
nd\"401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cnx401.so"
Date end : Mon Sep 28 17:19:15 2015
Total duration : 00:00:01
Number of outputs : 5
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #3. Inquire Using the #NULL Keyword with an Object Path

In this example, the hdbbackint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) using the
#NULL keyword while specifying an object path to show all backups of one file.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f inquire -i backint_i_all_cu
-o backint_o_all_cu
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> more backint_i_all_cu backint_o_all_cu
::::::::::::::::
backint_i_all_cu
::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so"
::::::::::::::::
backint_o_all_cu
::::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8"
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Mon Sep 28 17:22:13 2015
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
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#BACKUP C20150928_165530_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
Date end : Mon Sep 28 17:22:13 2015
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 2
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #4. Inquire Specifying a Specific Backup

In this example, the hdbbackint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) specifying
a specific backup to validate its existence.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f inquire -i backint_i_show -o backint_o_
show
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> more backint_i_show backint_o_show
::::::::::::::
backint_i_show
::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
#EBID C20150923_151945_
"/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_cu401.so"
::::::::::::::
backint_o_show
::::::::::::::
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8"
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Mon Sep 28 17:26:09 2015
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
Date end : Mon Sep 28 17:26:09 2015
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Example #5. Inquire Using the Interactive Mode

In this example, the hdbbackint command inquires the backup server (-f inquire) using the
interactive mode. The input file is replaced by stdin, and the output file by stdout. Use ctrl-d
to terminate stdin.
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sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f inquire
#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "hdb test"
#EBID C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
#EBID C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.xx"

#SOFTWAREID "backint 1.06" "Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0
B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8"
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Mon Sep 28 17:28:49 2015
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 2
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.so"
#NOTFOUND C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
cu401.xx"
Date end : Mon Sep 28 17:28:49 2015
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 2
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Delete
The delete function is used to clean up incomplete or erroneous backups. The input file contains
the information about the backup to be deleted in the following form:
• #EBID <external_backup_id> <file_name>: deletes a file.
• #EBID <external_backup_id>: deletes an empty archive.
• #NULL: deletes all empty archives.

For every object in the input file, the result is returned in a corresponding line in the output file.
• A successful deletion is indicated by the #DELETED keyword.
• An error is indicated by the #ERROR keyword.
• If the requested backup object could not be found on the backup server, a message

starting with the #NOTFOUND keyword is returned.
• If the backup server denied a deletion, this is indicated by the #NOTDELETED keyword.

#DELETED <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#NOTDELETED <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#ERROR <external_backup_id> <file_name>
#NOTFOUND <external_backup_id> <file_name>

Example. Delete a File Instance Using the Interactive Mode
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In this example, the hdbbackint command deletes a file instance in the Tina catalog (-
f delete) using the interactive mode.

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f inquire
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so"

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.8
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Mon Sep 28 17:32:55 2015
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP C20150928_165530_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
Date end : Mon Sep 28 17:32:55 2015
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 2

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f delete
#EBID C20150928_165530_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"

Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.8
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Mon Sep 28 17:33:46 2015
Requested function : delete
Number of inputs : 1
#DELETED C20150928_165530_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
Date end : Mon Sep 28 17:33:47 2015
Total duration : 00:00:01
Number of outputs : 1

sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq> hdbbackint -u david5
-p /home/sapadm/tests/backint_par -f inquire
#NULL "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_dtm401.so"
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Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.0.0 B11 P5406 R75394, backint Sap
4.4.8
backint_product : hana
home : /DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike
catalog : klondike
folder : sap.david5
archivelog_folder : sap.david5
Date begin : Mon Sep 28 17:34:05 2015
Requested function : inquire
Number of inputs : 1
#BACKUP C20150923_151945_ "/DT/DEV/dev/rks/admin/klondike/Lib/libtina_
dtm401.so"
Date end : Mon Sep 28 17:34:05 2015
Total duration : 00:00:00
Number of outputs : 1
sapadm@qasuse11x64:~/tests/inq>

Viewing Backed Up Data in Tina for SAP HANA
Files backed up by hdbbackint are stored in archives that can be viewed in Tina for SAP HANA.

To view backed up data

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager of Tina for SAP HANA.
2. Select Archiving   View.
3. Select the archive folder you have created in order to store SAP HANA backups and

click OK.
4. Select the host and click OK.
5. Authenticate User and Password and open the archive folder to view backups.

Each file (datafile or archive log) backed up by the SAP/Backintmodule of Tina for SAP HANA
is stored in an archive folder. The folder is composed of archives whose name is
[C|L]yyyymmdd_hhmmss_[backup_set]. It corresponds to the backup identifier (external_
backup_id) returned to SAP/Backint:
• The prefix C corresponds to the complete backup level (-l option of the hdbbackint

command): the whole database (datafile) is backed up.
The prefix L corresponds to the log backup level (-l option of the hdbbackint command):
only the archive logs are backed up.

• yyyymmdd_hhmmss corresponds to the data backup date and hour (year, month, day, hour,
minute, and second).

• [backup_set] (-s option of the hdbbackint command) corresponds to the log
sequencing when logs are backed up.
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• If you have defined the archivelog_folder parameter in the vendor parameter
file, the archives have the prefix A which corresponds to the backup of archive
logs.

• If you have performed a backup manually with hdbbackint and you do not have
specified the -l option, the archives have the prefix which corresponds to the
backup of datafiles.

For details on the archivelog_folder parameter, see Vendor Parameter File .

For details on the syntax of the hdbbackint command, see .

Example. Viewing data from a backup

This image shows an archive folder composed of three archives used as backup identifiers.
This table describes the archive identifiers:

This Archive Identifier Indicates that

C20150923_151945_

Prefix C Backed up data is composed of datafiles (complete backup level).

Number 20150923_
151945

Data was backed up September 23rd, 2015 at 15H19 and
45 seconds.

C20150928_165530_

Prefix C Backed up data is composed of datafiles (complete backup level).

Number 20150928_
165530

Data was backed up September 28th, 2015 at 16H55 and
30 seconds.

L20150930_131634_six
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This Archive Identifier Indicates that

Prefix L Backed up data is composed of archive logs (log backup level).

Number 20150930_
131634

Data was backed up September 30th, 2015 at 13H16 and
34 seconds.

Suffix _six Backup set has the number six in the log sequencing.

Additional Information
This topic gives you more details on:

l Syntax
l Return Codes
l Time Navigator Tunable Acting upon hdbbackint Operation

Syntax
hdbbackint [-u user_SID] [-f function] [-p par_file]
[-i in_file] [-o out_file] [-s backup_set] [-c object_count]
[-l backup_level] [-v] [-V] [-help]

Parameters
This table describes the parameters of the hdbbackint command: .

Parameter Description

-u user_
SID

Specifies the user SID bound to a database instance and used by all the servers
in this instance. It corresponds to an identifier materialized by the archive used
to back up, restore, inquire, or delete data.

The parameter is mandatory.

[-f
function]

Specifies the hdbbackint function:

• backup
• restore
• inquire
• delete
This parameter is mandatory, except for verbose (-v or -V parameters).

[-p par_
file]

Specifies the parameter file. See Vendor Parameter File for details.
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Parameter Description

[-i in_
file]

Specifies the input file containing the list of files or pipes to be processed.

By default, the list is read from stdin.

The # symbol indicates an SAP keyword, like #NULL or #EBID. You cannot add
comments using the # symbol as in the vendor parameter file.

[-o out_
file]

Specifies the output file giving the results of the executed function.

By default, the message output is stdout.

[-s
backup_
set]

Specifies the timestamp of the SAP HANA backup set. It corresponds to the log
sequencing when logs are backed up

The parameter is used only if the function is backup.

[-c
object_
count]

Specifies the object number of the SAP HANA backup set defined in the -s
backup set parameter.

The parameter is used only if the function is backup and in combination with the
-s parameter.

[-l
backup_
level]

Specifies the SAP HANA backup type:

• complete: corresponds to the backup of the whole database.
• log: corresponds to the backup of the archive logs.
The parameter is used only if the function is backup.

[-v] Specifies the version of hdbbackint to be printed on to stdout. One line
describing hdbbackint API version and hdbbackint implementation version.

For example: Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.2.0 P5406
R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8

[-V] Specifies detailed version information, same as for -v option plus additional
lines with detailed version and/or licensing information.

[-help] Displays the help command. It shows the list of the accepted parameters for the
command.

• SAP HANA database does not rely on any action related to the parameters
passed with –s, -c, or –l options. These are for informational purposes only.

• –v and –V options will never be called by SAP HANA database, they are for
diagnosis only.

Return Codes
During the normal operation of the hdbbackint program, these error codes can be returned
without interrupting the program:
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Value Symbol Description

0 OK hdbbackint ran without problems, the results of the function are listed in
the output file even though the function returns NOTFOUND, NOTDELETED,
or ERROR for one or more backup objects.

1 ERROR If hdbbackint cannot start properly (syntax error in command line,
communication problems, etc.) or cannot write a regular output file, it
should terminate with a return code different from 0. The content of the
output file will not be parsed and the whole function will be interpreted as
failed.

If another error code is returned, a more serious error occurred and interrupted the hdbbackint
program. Consult Tina event file to know what the code means.

Table of Principal Error Codes
This table describes the principal error codes you can find in the Tina event file:

Numerical
Error Code Tina Return Code Problem Description Solution

-18 TNInfoEof End of file The entry is not
found

-7 TNErrRessource Not enough resources Check disk space.
Check if catalog is
full

-3 TNErrRequest The requested operation cannot be
completed.

API already
initialized

-2 TNErrParameter Parameter sending error. Correct the
parameters values.

-1 TNErrMemory Insufficient memory.

0 Ok The request has been run
successfully.

1 TN_ERR_REQ_
INCONS

Parameters are inconsistent Check the
parameters
provided

2 TN_ERR_PROCESS Error in process

5 TN_ERR_OS_
INCONS

The operating system indicates an
error that should never be
produced
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Numerical
Error Code Tina Return Code Problem Description Solution

8 TN_ERR_REQ Unsupported localization Check localization

11 TN_ERR_ODB ODB inaccessible Check ODB
connectivity

12 TN_ERR_MEM More memory required Increase RAM size

14 TN_ERR_PROG_
INCONS

Inconsistency found Check host name,
type, etc.

17 TN_ERR_CONFIG Error in configuration environment Check configuration
environment

18 TN_ERR_FNF File not found

19 TN_ERR_CONNECT_
SERV

Unable to connect to server Check connection
with the server

23 TN_ERR_PERM Request cannot be executed due to
insufficient permissions

Check user
permissions

40 TN_ERR_ABORT Abort operation requested by user

41 TN_ERR_TIMEOUT Timeout has expired. hdbbackint
process could not be completed

69 TN_ERR_NOT_INIT Package is not initialized

77 TN_ERR_
CONFLICT_RESS

Conflict in access to same resource Check access
permission

88 TN_ERR_COMPAT Compatibility problem

98 TN_ERR_OBJ_
INCONS

Object inconsistent

Time Navigator Tunable Acting upon hdbbackint Operation
The -max_wait_before_rewind tunable enables you to specify the waiting time before
rewinding between two sessions. It is very useful for SAP HANA backup and restore because the
waiting time between the backup or restore of each file may be long.

The default value is 30 seconds.

Use the Web Administration to define this tunable on the machine to back up or to restore.

For details on defining tunables, see the Tina Administration Documentation.
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CHAPTER3-Tina for MaxDB
This topic describes the installation and configuration as well as:

l SAP Overview
l SAP backint Functions
l Additional Information

MaxDB Overview
This topic describes the MaxDB system and the tools it offers for backing up and restoring data.
Then, it explains how the backint utility enables MaxDB to interface with Tina and details its
main functions.

MaxDB Relational Database System
MaxDB is a SAP-certified open source database for OLTP and OLAP usage which offers
reliability, availability, scability, and a very comprehensive feature set and includes administration
tools, with in particular backup and restore functionality.

MaxDB provides its own backup and restore utilities with:
• backup_start and recover_start in command line.
• The DBM GUI (Database Manager GUI) which includes the two commands above.

Note: The GUI is only available on Windows.

• The backint interface defined by SAP to control the interaction between MaxDB and
backup tools.

For the most up-to-date information on platforms supported by MaxDB, see the Tina
Compatibility Guide on the Atempo web site.

backint Interface
has developed the backint interface in accordance with standards defined by SAP. The
implementation is certified by SAP.

The backint interface enables you to control the interaction between MaxDB and third-party
backup tools, such as Tina.

Tina for MaxDB is presented as a binary called backint. MaxDB backup-restore programs can
call the binary through an open interface which enables them to communicate with Tina for
MaxDB.

Backup contents and triggering are decided by MaxDB. Tina for MaxDB runs in slave mode.

This diagram illustrates backint architecture in relation with MaxDB:
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backint works exclusively at file or pipe level: whatever the function used, backint receives a file
path including the list of files or pipes to be processed. Nothing is analyzed at application level
and backint is independent from the database used by MaxDB.

The backint interface has four main functions:

Backup. Receives a list of files or pipes to be backed up from MaxDB.
Each file or pipe of the list received by backint is backed up. In return, backint provides a
backup identifier which corresponds to the name of the archive in which the file or pipe has
been archived. The identifier is used to specify files or pipes to be restored.
To optimize performance, the list of files to be backed up can be processed by several
parallel sessions. To do so, you must define the wanted parallelism index (backup_
parallelism_index parameter) and list splitting rules (localization parameter) in a
parameter file specific to backint. For instance, files can be gathered per physical disk to
optimize performance according to database topology.
For details on vendor parameter files, see Vendor Parameter File .

Restore. Receives a list of files or pipes to be restored from MaxDB.
backint receives a list containing the paths of the files or pipes to be restored from MaxDB.
Each file or pipe is preceded by the backup identifier which indicates its location
corresponding to the related archive of the archive folder.
Performance can also be optimized when restoring data. If the specified parallelism index
(restore_parallelism_index parameter) is different from 1, for example N, restore is split
into N parallel sessions.

Inquire. Receives a list of files or pipes to be inquired from MaxDB.
The inquire function operates exactly as the restore function, except that instead of
restoring files or pipes, found files or pipes are listed on the output.
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Delete. Receives a list of files or pipes to be deleted from MaxDB.
The delete function operates exactly as the restore function, except that instead of
restoring files or pipes, deleted files or pipes are listed on the output.

For details on these functions, see MaxDB backint Functions.

Backed up Database Object Identification
To establish a common language between MaxDB and the backup tool vendor, a file is identified
by two elements:
• The EBID or External Backup ID is created by the external backup tool and is a character

string of up to 32 bytes.
• The file path is defined by MaxDB.

The Tina EBID is based on the date and time, preceded by a single letter prefix. It is also the
name given to an archive which is created each time backint is called with the -f backup
function.

The combination of the EBID and the file path is required to identify a unique backed up database
object.

MaxDB Installation and Configuration
This topic describes the initial procedures to perform to ensure normal operation of the backint
utility. In addition, the backint process can be customized by means of a vendor parameter file.

Prerequisites
• Tina for MaxDB is available on Windows and Unix platforms. For the most up-to-date

information on platforms supported by MaxDB, see the Tina Compatibility Guide on the
Atempo web site.

• Tina for MaxDB should be installed on the same shared file system as the MaxDB
database.
Unix. <sharedDrive>/opt/backint/ should be the home directory of Tina for MaxDB
installation. Multiple software versions or SID-specific installations may be installed using a
tool specific directory structure inside of <sharedDrive>/opt/backint/.
Windows. <sharedDrive>\Program Files\backint should be the home directory of
Tina for MaxDB installation. Multiple software versions or SID-specific installations may be
installed using a tool specific directory structure inside of
<sharedDrive>\Program Files\backint.

• MaxDB, when associated with backint, does not support blank characters in paths.
Ensure that you use path without blank characters for these paths and files:
– MaxDB installation path.
– Tina for MaxDB installation path. See Installing Tina for MaxDB for details.
– <file_name>.utl vendor parameter file. See Configuring the Vendor Parameter File

for details.
– backint.config configuration file. See Configuring the backint.config Configuration

File for details.
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Installing Tina for MaxDB
Installing Tina for MaxDB consists in installing a Tina agent on each host or machine hosting the
MaxDB database to back up.

To install Tina for MaxDB

1. Install a Tina agent on the machine to back up.
For details on how to install Tina, see the Tina Installation Documentation.
The backint (Unix) or backint.exe (Windows) binary provided with Tina distribution is
copied in the Bin directory:
Unix.
$TINA_HOME/Bin/backint
Windows.
%TINA_HOME%\Bin\backint.exe

2. Copy the backint binary to this directory or create a symbolic link pointing from this
directory to the actual location of the binary:
Unix.
/usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/exe/run
Windows.
C:\usr\sap\<SID>\SYS\exe\run

3. Specify the location of the backint binary in the backint.config configuration file.
For details on the backint.config configuration file, see Configuring the backint.config
Configuration File.

4. Check that the user that initiates backups has execution permissions on the binary.

backint Command Line Interface
backint uses a call interface at command line level with this syntax:

backint [-u user_SID] [-f function] [-p par_file] [-i in_file]
[-o out_file] [-v] [-V] [-help]

For details on these commands, see MaxDB Syntax and Return Code of backint .

Configuring the Vendor Parameter File
The vendor parameter file contains vendor-specific information that is needed for backup and
restore. It is possible to assign individual parameter files to each host and to each server.

Parameter files should be named <file_name>.utl and stored in the MaxDB installation
directory.

Note: If you do not store the parameter files in this directory, you should create a symbolic
link pointing from this shared area to the actual location of the parameter files.

This table describes all the mandatory parameters of the vendor parameter file:
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Parameter Description Value (example) Status

backint_
product

Specifies the database you want to
back up and restore.

maxdb Mandatory

home Specifies the Tina installation
directory.

Unix. /opt/backint/
atempo/
TimeNavigator/
tina

Windows. c:\Program
Files\atempo\
Time Navigator\tina

Mandatory

catalog Specifies the catalog to which
backint is connected to perform
data backup and restore.

cata_1 Mandatory

tmp_dir Specifies the absolute path of the
directory used to store pipe or file
lists temporarily.

Unix. /var/tmp
Windows.
c:\Windows\Temp

Mandatory

Example. <file_name>.utl Vendor Parameter File

# <parameter name> <parameter value>
backint_product maxdb
home /opt/backint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina
catalog cata_1
tmp_dir /var/tmp
folder sap.maxdb

For details on the vendor parameter file and the list of all the supported parameters, see Vendor
Parameter File .

Configuring the backint.config Configuration File
The backint.config configuration file enables you to specify the location of the backint binary.
This file is used by MaxDB and not by Tina.

This is the syntax of the backint.config configuration file:

<parameter_name> <parameter_value> with one name-value per line.

This table describes the parameters of the backint.config configuration file:

Parameter Description Status

BACKINT Specifies the absolute path and name of the backint
program.

Mandatory
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Parameter Description Status

PARAMETERFILE Specifies the absolute path and name of the vendor
parameter file, for instance maxdb.utl.

For details on this file, see Vendor Parameter File .

Mandatory

INPUT Specifies the absolute path and name of the standard input
file. This file must be located in the tmp_dir directory of the
vendor parameter file.

Optional

OUTPUT Specifies the absolute path and name of the standard
output file. This file must be located in the tmp_dir directory
of the vendor parameter file.

Optional

ERROROUTPUT Specifies the absolute path and name of the standard error
output file. This file must be located in the tmp_dir directory
of the vendor parameter file.

Optional

Example. backint.config Configuration File

BACKINT /usr/local/tina46/Bin/backint
PARAMETERFILE /usr/local/tina46/Conf/maxdb.utl
INPUT /tmp/backint.in
OUTPUT /tmp/backint.out
ERROROUTPUT /tmp/backint.err

Configuring MaxDB Database System
This sub-topic details the steps to configure the MaxDB relational database system. Prior to
running a backup, you must perform these operations:
• Set environment variables with the dbmcli binary.
• Define a backup media in the MaxDB database.

Note: You can use the Database Manager GUI to set environment variables and define
backup media.

You can find the dbmcli binary in this location:
• Unix. In the /opt/sdb/programs/bin directory.
• Windows. In the Start   Programs   MaxDB   dbmcli menu.

Setting Environment Variables

You must set environment variables with the dbm_configset command.

Note: The Tina variables must be preceded by set_variable_n in the dbm_configset
command where n is incremented for each new variable defined.

This table describes the environment variables available for Tina for MaxDB:
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Environment
Variable Description Status OS

BSI_ENV

(path)

Must point to the name and location
of the backint.config file.

For details on this file, see
Configuring the backint.config
Configuration File.

Mandatory Unix and
Windows

TINA_HOME

(path)

Specifies the path of the directory
where Tina is installed.

You must specify the path in the
form: set_variable_n TINA_
HOME=<path>.

Mandatory Unix

TINA_SERVICE_
NAME

(character
string)

Defines the name of the Tina
service.

Alternatively, you can use both
TINA_SERVICE_TCP_NUM and
TINA_SERVICE_UDP_NUM variables
to specify the port numbers instead
of specifying the service name.
You must specify the service name
in the form: set_variable_n TINA_
SERVICE_NAME=
<service_name>.

Mandatory if different
from Tina service
(tina).

Unix and
Windows

LD_LIBRARY_
PATH

(path list)

Specifies a list of directories where
the operating system runtime loader
should look for shared libraries
required for the execution of the
application module.

You must specify the list in the form:
set_variable_n LD_LIBRARY_
PATH=
<path_list>.

Mandatory Unix

TINA_IDENTITY
user:password

Specifies the name of the catalog
user that accesses the catalog to run
the backups.

You must specify the name of the
catalog user in the form:
set_variable_n TINA_IDENTITY=
<user:password>.

Optional, set if the
database user is not
allowed to perform
backups. The MaxDB
database user is sdb

Unix and
Windows
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To set environment variables

1. Connect to dbmcli:

dbmcli -d <database_name> -u <user>, <password>
For instance:
dbmcli -d MAXDB1 -u DBADMIN,DBADMIN

2. Run the dbm_configset command to set the environment variables:

dbm_configset -raw <variable_name><variable_value>
For instance:
dbmcli on MAXDB1>dbm_configset -raw BSI_ENV
/usr/local/tina46/Conf/backint.config

Example. Setting Environment Variables with the dbm_configset Command

These environment variables are necessary to start MaxDB backup and restore. In this example,
the Tina environment is located in the /usr/local/tina46 directory and the backint.config
configuration file is located in the /usr/local/tina46/Conf directory.

dbmcli on MAXDB1>dbm_configset -raw BSI_ENV
/usr/local/tina46/Conf/backint.config
dbmcli on MAXDB1>dbm_configset -raw set_variable_1 TINA_
HOME=/usr/local/tina46
dbmcli on MAXDB1>dbm_configset -raw set_variable_2 LD_LIBRARY_
PATH=/usr/local/tina46/Lib
dbmcli on MAXDB1>dbm_configset -raw set_variable_3 TINA_SERVICE_NAME=tina46

To get the list of all the environment variables already set

1. Connect to dbmcli:

dbmcli -d <database_name> -u <user>, <password>
For instance:
dbmcli -d MAXDB1 -u DBADMIN,DBADMIN

2. Run the dbm_configget command to display the list of all environment variables:
For instance:

dbmcli on MAXDB1>dbm_configget ALL
OK
RunEventDispatcher = yes
BSI_ENV = /usr/local/tina46/Conf/backint.config
set_variable_1 = TINA_HOME=/usr/local/tina46
set_variable_2 = LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/local/tina46/Lib

Defining a Backup Media

Prior to running a backup, you must create at least one backup media per backup type (full,
incremental and log) in the MaxDB database. When using backint, these conditions must be
met:
• The name of the created backup media must begin with BACK.
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• The type of the backup media must be PIPE.
• The tool type must be BACK.

To create a backup media

1. Connect to dbmcli:

dbmcli -d <database_name> -u <user>, <password>
For instance:
dbmcli -d MAXDB1 -u DBADMIN,DBADMIN

2. Run the medium_put command to define a backup media:

medium_put <media_name> <media_absolute_path> PIPE DATA 0 8 NO NO ""
BACK
For instance:
Unix.
dbmcli on MAXDB1>medium_put BACKMAXDB /tmp/pipe PIPE DATA 0 8 NO NO ""
BACK
Where:
– MAXDB1 is the database name.
– BACKMAXDB is the media name.
– /tmp/pipe is the absolute path of the pipe.
Windows.
dbmcli on MAXDB1>medium_put BACKMAXDB \\.\pipe\tina46pipe PIPE DATA 0 8
NO NO "" BACK
Where:
– MAXDB1 is the database name.
– BACKMAXDB is the media name.
– \\.\pipe\tina46pipe is the absolute path of the pipe. The name of the pipe, in this

case tina46pipe,must be prefixed with \\.\pipe\.
3. Run the medium_getall command to display the list of all defined backup media.

For instance:
dbmcli on MAXDB1>medium_getall
BACKMAXDB /tmp/pipe PIPE DATA 0 8 NO NO 2 0060612102720 20060612102720
BACK

Configuring Tina for MaxDB
Before using the backint utility, the Tina administrator must perform these administrative tasks:
• Creating a user with specific permissions. Declare the operating system group and

user who executes the backups. This user is the owner of the archive folders into which the
data is backed up. Therefore, you must grant this user the appropriate archiving and
restore rights in Tina prior to perform any backup and restore.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.
• Creating a media pool. Create a media pool to back up backint objects. You must

associate this pool with the archive folder containing the backint backup.

See the Tina Administration Documentation for details.
• Creating an archive folder. Create an archive folder to store the objects backed up by the

backint utility:
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– Declare the archive folder as a SAP/Backint folder.
– Associate the archive folder with the media pool previously defined.
– Declare on the Tina server the group and user who creates archives.
– Define the <sid> user as the owner of the archive folder.
– Uncheck the Use Cache on Server option in the Processings tab to back up data in

SIDF format.
– Use the Compressed option in the Cartridges tab to compress data.

• recommends not to associate keywords with the SAP/Backint archive folders to
be able to create archives without mandatory keywords during a backup.

• If you use the -u <user_SID> option of the backint command to define the
archive folder, the archive folder will be named sap.<user_SID>.
If you use the Archiving   Folders   New menu in Restore & Archive Manager to
create an archive folder, you can specify any name for the archive folder.

See the Tina Archiving Documentation for details.

Securing MaxDB Data through Tina Security & Compliance Manager
If you need to encrypt MaxDB data through Tina Security & Compliance Manager, create a
backup selection on the root of the host where the SAP/Backint archive folder is located.
Associate this backup selection with a security rule applied to archiving. To restore secured data,
set the restore_session_id parameter in the vendor parameter file.

For details on the vendor parameter file, see Vendor Parameter File .

For details on backup selections and Tina Security & Compliance Manager, see the Tina
Administration Documentation and the Atempo-Tina Security & Compliance Manager
Documentation.

System Configuration
The administrator must declare this information when backing up and restoring database
instances:
• The type of the database to back up and restore (oracle, hana or maxdb).
• The Tina installation directory.
• The name of the catalog to which backint is connected.
• The absolute path of the temporary directory where file or pipe lists are stored.

You can specify this mandatory information either in the vendor parameter file (e.g., maxdb.utl),
or in environment variables.

The vendor parameter file must be specified to backint (with -p option). If one piece of
compulsory information is not indicated in the vendor parameter file, backint searches for the
information in the environment variables.

This table describes the mandatory information to specify either in the vendor parameter file or in
the environment variables:
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Mandatory Information Vendor Parameter
File

Environment
Variable

Database backint_product None

Tina installation directory home TINA_HOME

Catalog catalog TINA_CATALOG

Temporary directory used to store file or
pipe lists

tmp_dir TINA_R3_TMP_DIR

Vendor Parameter File
You can use a parameter file to define backint behavior. The file is named <file_name>.utl
and should be located in the MaxDB installation directory.

• If you do not store the parameter file in this directory, you should create a
symbolic link pointing from this shared area to the actual location of the
parameter files.

• You can assign individual parameter files to each host and to each server.

The syntax of the vendor parameter file is:

<parameter_name> <parameter_value> with one name-value per line.

Lines beginning by the # symbol are comments.

Note: In the input file (-i option of backint command), the # symbol indicates an SAP
keyword, like #NULL or #EBID. You cannot add comments using the # symbol as in the
vendor parameter file (-p option of backint command). For details on the input files, see
Input and Output Files.

List of Parameters
This table describes the parameters of the vendor parameter file:

Parameter Description Status

backint_
product

Specifies the database you want to back up and restore
(oracle/maxdb/hana).

Mandatory

home Specifies the installation directory of the backup agent
(Tina).

You must specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_HOME environment variable.

Mandatory
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Parameter Description Status

catalog Specifies the catalog to which backint is connected to
perform data backup and restore.

You must specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_CATALOG environment
variable.

The TINA_R3_CATALOG environment variable is obsolete.

Mandatory

tmp_dir Specifies the absolute path of the directory where block files
used to store file or pipe lists temporarily are located.

Block files are called TINA_<pid>_INPUT_<n> and TINA_
<pid>_RELOC_<n> where:

• <pid> corresponds to the process ID of the parent.
• <n> corresponds to the child numeric index starting at 0.
You must specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_R3_TMP_DIR environment
variable.

Mandatory

app_trace_
debug

Logs additional debug events in the event log file during the
execution of backint.

The parameter default value is 0. The debug level ranges
from 0 to 9.

You can specify this information in one of these items:

• The vendor parameter file.
• The TINA_APP_TRACE_DEBUG environment variable.
• Unix.

The $TINA_HOME/Conf/parameters.xml tunable file.
Windows.
The %TINA_HOME%\Conf\parameters.xml tunable file.

Optional

folder Specifies the archive folder into which data backup and
restore are performed.

This parameter overrides the -u option of the backint
command.

You can specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_R3_FOLDER environment
variable.

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

archivelog_
folder

Specifies the archive folder into which archive logs or
transaction logs are backed up and restored. In that case,
datafiles are backed up in the archive folder specified by the
folder parameter.

If the information is not specified, all files (archive logs,
transaction logs, and datafiles) are backed up together in a
single folder specified by the folder parameter or the -u
option of the backint command.

You can use this parameter with two separate media pools:
one for datafile backups and the other for archive log
backups.
You can specify this information either in the vendor
parameter file, or in the TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER
environment variable.

Optional

archivelog_
parallelism_
index

Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous processes
during a backup of archive logs or transaction logs.

The parameter default value is 1.

Optional

archivelog_
retention_
period

Specifies the retention period (in days) of backed up archive
logs and transaction logs.

If the information is not specified, the retention period of the
archive logs and transaction logs used is the one specified
by the retention_period parameter whose default value
is 0.

The value of the archivelog_retention_period
parameter is taken into account only if you specify an
archive folder to back up archive logs using the
archivelog_folder parameter.

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

backup_
parallelism_
index

Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous processes
during a backup of datafiles in order to optimize
performance.

If a parallelism index is specified, the list is split into N
sublists which is independently processed by a dedicated
process (parallelization). N corresponds to the minimum
value between the specified parallelism index and the
number of sublists calculated by the father process.

The number of files to back up is divided by the parallelism
index to calculate the number of sublists.

A new process is started by file block within the limit of the
parallelism index value. The parallelism index depends on
the number of drives that can be used for backup and the
topology of the database to be backed up.

The parameter default value is 1.

Do not specify too high a parallelism index because MaxDB
already parallelizes backint execution.

Optional

backup_retry Automatically restarts a backup that has failed. It
corresponds to the number of backup retries before
considering the backup has failed.

The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

restore_
parallelism_
index

Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous processes
during a restore in order to optimize the restore resources
allocated to MaxDB.

The initial list of files or pipes to restore is sorted according
to the media cartridge list.

A new process is started by file block within the limit of the
parallelism index value. The parallelism index depends on
the number of drives that can be used for restore and the
topology of the database to be restored.

The parameter default value is 1.

Optional

restore_
session_id

If you want to restore data that has been secured through
Tina Security & Compliance Manager, you must set the
restore_session_id parameter.

The value of this parameter is the output of the password
session generated by tina_scm_control.

For details on the tina_scm_control command, see the
Atempo-Tina Command Line Interface Documentation.

Mandatory
with Tina
Security &
Compliance
Manager
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Parameter Description Status

retention_
period

Specifies the retention period (in days) of backed up files. It
enables you to define a retention period for objects backed
up in the catalog independently from the retention period
associated with media pools. If no value is associated with
this parameter or if it equals zero, the retention period is the
one of the media pool on which files are backed up.

Backed up files will be purged if these conditions are met:

• backint is running during backup of datafiles.
• There is no error on backed up files, which means that

the backup was successful.
The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

single_file_
backup_mode

Disables the feature that performs backup of grouped data:

• If single_file_backup_mode = 1, grouped backup is
disabled (one file for one job).

• If single_file_backup_mode = 0, grouped backup is
enabled (n files for one job).

The parameter default value is 0.

The single_file_backup_mode parameter must be set to
zero. Since zero is the default value, you do not need to
modify it

Optional

single_file_
restore_mode

Disables the feature that performs restore of grouped data:

• If single_file_restore_mode = 1, grouped restore is
disabled (one file for one job).

• If single_file_restore_mode = 0, grouped restore is
enabled (n files for one job).

The parameter default value is 0.

The single_file_restore_mode parameter must be set
to zero. Since zero is the default value, you do not need to
modify it

Optional
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Parameter Description Status

stop_on_error Stops all backups if an error occurs when backing up one of
the files. If backups are parallelized and an error occurs on
one of the files managed by a child process (backup_
parallelism_index not equal to 1), the whole backup
process is stopped (i.e., the child process which generated
the error as well as all other existing child processes).

• If stop_on_error = 1, all child processes are stopped
at the first error on one of the child processes.

• If stop_on_error = 0, the parameter is ignored. In this
case, the backup continues.

The parameter default value is 0.

Optional

sync_cart Specifies the end of backup once data has been written in
cache or on media:

• If sync_cart = 1, the backup end is specified once
data has been written on media.

• If sync_cart = 0, the backup end is specified once
data has been written in cache.

The parameter default value is 1.

Optional

Example #1. Calculating Parallelism
• Backup.

Effective parallelism (which is the number of simultaneous processes) equals the minimum
value between the specified parallelism index and the number of sublists.
– If backup_parallelism_index = 2 and number of sublists = 4, then number of

simultaneous processes = 2.
– If backup_parallelism_index = 5 and number of sublists = 2, then number of

simultaneous processes = 2.
– If backup_parallelism_index = 3 and number of sublists = 3, then number of

simultaneous processes = 3.
• Restore.

Effective parallelism (which is the number of simultaneous processes) equals the minimum
value between the specified parallelism index and the number of necessary media to
restore the list of files or pipes.
– If restore_parallelism_index = 2 and number of necessary media to restore the

list of files or pipes = 4, then number of simultaneous processes = 2.
– If restore_parallelism_index = 10 and number of necessary media to restore the

list of files or pipes = 5, then number of simultaneous processes = 5.
– If restore_parallelism_index = 3 and number of necessary media to restore the

list of files or pipes = 3, then number of simultaneous processes = 3.

Example #2. Vendor Parameter File

In this example, datafiles are backed up in the MaxDB-DF archive folder, four backup processes
and two restore processes are parallelized.
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Archive logs are backed up in the MaxDB-AL archive folder and two processes are parallelized.

The backup end is specified once data has been written on media (sync_cart parameter = 1).

backint_product maxdb
home “/opt/backint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina”
catalog maxdb_backup
tmp_dir /var/tmp
folder MaxDB-DF
archivelog_folder MaxDB-AL
backup_parallelism_index 4
restore_parallelism_index 2
archivelog_parallelism_index 2
sync_cart 1

In this example, the same parallelism is specified for the datafiles (four backup processes and
two restore processes are parallelized) and no parallelism is specified for the archive logs (no
archivelog_parallelism_index parameter).

If Tina Security & Compliance Manager is installed, restore uses the restore_session_id
parameter.

backint_product maxdb
home “/opt/backint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina”
catalog maxdb_backup
tmp_dir /var/tmp
folder MaxDB-DF
archivelog_folder MaxDB-AL
backup_parallelism_index 4
restore_parallelism_index 2
sync_cart 1
restore_session_id 44~rfsLwQAAAAAACAAAAAgbbh11.8sCcBwta6N6Dr5H0r
2m3BMlp8t96yNdutwMUsAA

Environment Variables
The vendor parameter file must be specified to backint (with -p option). If one piece of
compulsory information is not indicated in the vendor parameter file, backint searches for the
information in the environment variables.

This table describes the environment variables available in Tina for MaxDB:

Environment
Variable Information Status

TINA_APP_
TRACE_DEBUG

Generates additional debug events in the event log file during
the execution of backint. The debug level ranges from 0 to 9.

Optional

TINA_CATALOG Specifies the catalog to which backint is connected to
perform data backup and restore.

Mandatory
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Environment
Variable Information Status

TINA_R3_
CATALOG

Obsolete environment variable. Not
supported

TINA_HOME Specifies the Tina installation directory. Mandatory

TINA_R3_
BACKINT_PATH

Specifies the absolute path and name of the backint binary
in the case of special configurations.

Optional

TINA_R3_
ARCHIVELOG_
FOLDER

Specifies the optional archive folder into which archive log
backup and restore are performed.

Optional

TINA_R3_
FOLDER

Specifies the optional archive folder into which datafile backup
and restore are performed.

Optional

TINA_R3_TMP_
DIR

Specifies the absolute path of the temporary directory used to
store file or pipe lists.

Mandatory

Example. Environment Variables
• Unix.

setenv TINA_APP_TRACE_DEBUG 1
setenv TINA_CATALOG MaxDB_backup
setenv TINA_HOME /opt/backint/atempo/TimeNavigator/tina
setenv TINA_R3_BACKINT_PATH /bin/maxdb/backint
setenv TINA_R3_FOLDER MaxDB-DF
setenv TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER MaxDB-AL
setenv TINA_R3_TMP_DIR /var/tmp

• Windows.
set TINA_APP_TRACE_DEBUG=1
set TINA_CATALOG=MaxDB_backup
set TINA_HOME=c:\Program Files\atempo\Time Navigator\tina
set TINA_R3_BACKINT_PATH=c:\bin\maxdb\backint
set TINA_R3_FOLDER=MaxDB-DF
set TINA_R3_ARCHIVELOG_FOLDER=MaxDB-AL
set TINA_R3_TMP_DIR=c:\Windows\Temp

Input and Output Files
The input file contains information necessary to perform the requested function (-f). It usually
contains a list of objects.
The output file contains result information for the database.

Each input line may start with a keyword. If not, it is equivalent to #FILE. Each output line may
start with a keyword. Output lines not starting with a keyword are considered as comments and
may contain any plain text (e.g. to indicate progress or to support error analysis). The character
encoding of both files is UTF-8.

There are some formatting requirements for the parameters following keywords:
• Parameters may be quoted with double quotation marks (").
• Parameters containing a space must be quoted with double quotation marks.
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• If a parameter contains a double quote, the double quote must be escaped with a
backslash.

• A backslash escapes double quotes only. A backslash in a parameter value must not be
escaped.

Example. Valid input or output lines

#PIPE /var/tmp/backup_Monday_cw47_2012
#PIPE "/var/tmp/backup Monday cw47 2012"
#EBID "Hb12\"NAB" "/var/tmp/myTool.#YSOwa"

Input and output files are provided to backint by the MaxDB database.

Limitation
Empty archives tend to accumulate over time, but can be removed using the -f delete function.

MaxDB backint Functions
This topic details the backup and restore, through the of the backint command. It also explains
how to view backed up data in Restore & Archive Manager of Tina for MaxDB.

These are the parameters used in procedures and examples:
• MAXDB1 is the name of the database.
• DBADMIN is the name of the database user.
• DBADMIN is the user password.
• BACKMAXDB is the name of the backup media.
• /tmp/pipe (Unix) or \\.\pipe\pipename (Windows) is the absolute path of the pipe.
• dilbert is the name of the database server.

Backup
Before backing up data, you must perform these operations:
• Define a backup media. See Defining a Backup Media.
• Set environment variables. See Setting Environment Variables.

To run a backup

Note: The backint command user must be declared in Tina and have the necessary
permissions for backup.

1. Connect to dbmcli:

dbmcli -d MAXDB1 -u DBADMIN,DBADMIN
2. Open the MaxDB database session:

dbmcli on MAXDB1>db_connect
OK

3. Back up the database instance with the backup_start command:
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dbmcli on MAXDB1>backup_start BACKMAXDB DATA
Where:
– BACKMAXDB is the backup media name.
– DATA is a keyword.

dbmcli on MAXDB1>backup_start BACKMAXDB DATA
OK
Returncode 0
Date 20150923
Time 00151945
Server dilbert.orsay.quadratec.fr
Database MAXDB1
Kernel Version Kernel 7.6.00 Build 027-121-124-939
Pages Transferred 592
Pages Left 0
Volumes 1
Medianame BACKMAXDB
Location /tmp/pipe
Errortext
Label DAT_000000006
Is Consistent true
First LOG Page 30457
Last LOG Page
DB Stamp 1 Date 20150923
DB Stamp 1 Time 00151945
DB Stamp 2 Date
DB Stamp 2 Time
Page Count 572
Devices Used 1
Database ID dilbert.orsay.quadratec.fr:MAXDB1_20150923_151945
Max Used Data Page 0
Converter Page Count 8

To launch backups automatically

If you want to launch backups automatically, you can create a batch file with the dbmcli
command specifying these parameters:
• The name of the database to back up.
• The identity of the backint user.
• The name and location of a parameter file containing at least these commands:

– db_connect
– backup_start

• The name and location of the backup output file.

Example. Content of the batch File to Launch Backups Automatically

dbmcli -d ADA -u dbadmin,dbadmin
-i D:\Atempo\ADA\StartBackup.parameters
-o D:\Atempo\ADA\BackupResult.txt
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Example. StartBackup Parameter File

db_connect
medium_getall
dbm_configget ALL
backup_start TINA44 DATA

Restore
When restoring a MaxDB database, there are two different approaches to take into account:
• If there are the datafiles and archived transaction logs that have been backed up with the

last full backup operation, you can restore them in their entirety from a full backup. This has
the effect of returning the database to the state it was at the moment of the backup. All
transactions that have taken place since then, and are still in the active log space, are
overwritten and lost.
To perform this restore, use the db_activateMaxDB command:

db_activate RECOVER <media_name> DATA [ExternalBackupID <external_
backup_ID>]

• You can also restore the database to a given instance, by restoring the datafiles apart from
the incremental backup, without logs, and without overwriting the active log space. You
then restore the logs separately, and replay themin the correct sequence one by one, up to
the wanted instance. This procedure is more complex.
– To recover the datafiles, use the recover_startMaxDB command:

recover_start <media_name> <backup_type> [LABEL <label>] [EBID <ebid_
list>] [AUTOIGNORE]
<ebid_list> :: = <external_backup_ID> | <external_backup_ID>,<external_
backup_ID>,...
– To recover the logs, use the recover_startMaxDB command:

recover_start <media_name> <backup_type> [LABEL <label>] [<nnn> | EBID
<ebid_list>] [UNTIL <date> <time>] [AUTOIGNORE]
<ebid_list> :: = <external_backup_ID> | <external_backup_ID>,<external_
backup_ID>,...

For details on using these commands, see the SAP MaxDB documentation.

• The database must be in administration mode to perform a
restore.

• Before restoring data, you must determine an external backup
ID.

To run a restore of the entire database from a full backup
1. Connect to dbmcli:

dbmcli -d MAXDB1 -u DBADMIN,DBADMIN
2. Get external backup IDs:

dbmcli on MAXDB1> backup_ext_ids_get BACKMAXDB MAXDB1 dilbert
OK
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3. Display external backup IDs:

dbmcli on MAXDB1> backup_ext_ids_list
OK
END
AVAILABLE|MAXDB1 S20150923_151945 /tmp/pipe|DATA MIGRATION|2015-09-23
15:19:45|

4. Connect to the database:

dbmcli on MAXDB1> db_connect
5. Set the admin state for the database:

dbmcli on MAXDB1> db_admin
6. Restore the database instance:

db_activate RECOVER "BACKMAXDB" DATA EBID "MAXDB1 S20150923_151945
/tmp/pipe"
Where "MAXDB1 S20150923_151945 /tmp/pipe" is the external backup ID and consists of
three parts that should be in quotes:
– MAXDB1 is the database name.
– S20150923_151945 is the backint external backup ID.
– /tmp/pipe is the absolute path of the pipe.

To run a restore of the datafiles alone, from a full or incremental backup

1. Connect to dbmcli:

dbmcli -d MAXDB1 -u DBADMIN,DBADMIN

2. Get external backup IDs:

dbmcli on MAXDB1> backup_ext_ids_get BACKMAXDB MAXDB1 dilbert
OK

3. Display external backup IDs:

dbmcli on MAXDB1> backup_ext_ids_list
OK
END
AVAILABLE|MAXDB1 S20150923_151945 /tmp/pipe|DATA MIGRATION|2015-09-23
15:19:45|

4. Connect to the database:

dbmcli on MAXDB1> db_connect

5. Set the admin state for the database:

dbmcli on MAXDB1> db_admin

6. Restore the database instance:

recover_start BACKMAXDB DATA EBID "MAXDB1 S20150923_151945 /tmp/pipe"
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Where "MAXDB1 S20150923_151945 /tmp/pipe" is the external backup ID and consists
of three parts that should be in quotes:
– MAXDB1 is the database name.
– S20150923_151945 is the backint external backup ID.
– /tmp/pipe is the absolute path of the pipe.

Example. Database Restore with the recover_start Command

dbmcli on MAXDB1>recover_start BACKMAXDB DATA EBID "MAXDB1 S20150923_151945
/tmp/pipe"
OK
Returncode 0
Date 20150923
Time 00151945
Server dilbert.orsay.quadratec.fr
Database MAXDB1
Kernel Version Kernel 7.6.00 Build 027-121-124-939
Pages Transferred 592
Pages Left 0
Volumes 1
Medianame BACKMAXDB
Location /tmp/pipe
Errortext
Label DAT_000000006
Is Consistent true
First LOG Page 30457
Last LOG Page
DB Stamp 1 Date 20150923
DB Stamp 1 Time 00151945
DB Stamp 2 Date
DB Stamp 2 Time
Page Count 572
Devices Used 1
Database ID dilbert.orsay.quadratec.fr:MAXDB1_20150923_151945
Max Used Data Page 0
Converter Page Count 8

Note: Restoring a MaxDB database through Tina with the recover_start command
restores only the data, without the database instance parameters. As a consequence, after
performing a restore of your MaxDB database, you must manually set all the parameters as
they were before the restore.

Automatic Log Backup
MaxDB enables you to back up log files automatically.

To activate the automatic log backup
1. Launch the MaxDB Database Manager.
2. In the left pane of the Database Manager, expand the Backup vertical tab and click Backup

Wizard.
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3. In the Connect to Database Instance window, enter a username and password.
4. In the Backup Type window, select Activate Automatic Log Backup.
5. In the Backup Medium window, click the New Backup Medium icon to define a new media

for the log backup.
6. In the General tab of the NewMedium window, enter these parameters:

– Name: Define a name for the new media, for instance autolog_media.
– Backup Type: Select Log Backup.
– Device Type: Select Pipe.
– Backup Tool: Select BACK from the list.
– Device/File: Enter the pipe name to use for the log backup.

7. Click OK. The Backup Medium window now displays the newly created media. Select it.
8. In the Automatic Log Backup window, click ON, then Close.

To deactivate the automatic log backup

1. Follow steps 1 to 3 of To activate the automatic log backup.

2. At step 4, select Deactivate Automatic Log Backup.

3. At step 8, click OFF.

Viewing Backed Up Data in Tina for MaxDB
Files backed up by backint are stored in archives that can be viewed in Tina for MaxDB.

To view backed up data

1. Open Restore & Archive Manager of Tina for MaxDB.
2. Select Archiving   View.
3. Select the archive folder you have created in order to store MaxDB backups and click OK.
4. Select the host and click OK.
5. Authenticate User and Password and open the archive folder to view backups.

Each file (datafile or archive log) backed up by the SAP/Backintmodule of Tina for MaxDB is
stored in an archive folder. The folder is composed of archives whose name is [S|A]yyyymmdd_
hhmmss. It corresponds to the backup identifier (external_backup_id) returned to
SAP/Backint:
• The prefix S corresponds to the backup of datafiles or archive logs if an optional archive

folder for archive logs is not defined.
The prefix A corresponds to the backup of archive logs provided that an optional archive
folder for archive logs was defined in the vendor parameter file.

• yyyymmdd_hhmmss corresponds to the data backup date and hour (year, month, day, hour,
minute, and second).

Note: If you have defined the archivelog_folder parameter in the vendor parameter file,
the archives have the prefix A which corresponds to the backup of archive logs.

For details on the archivelog_folder parameter, see Vendor Parameter File .

Example. Viewing Data from a Backup

This image shows an archive folder composed of three archives used as backup identifiers.
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This table describes the archive identifiers:

This Archive Identifier Indicates that

S20160218_151803

Prefix S Backed up data is composed of datafiles.

Number 20160218_
151803

Data was backed up February 18th, 2016 at 15H18 and
03 seconds.

S20160218_165822

Prefix S Backed up data is composed of datafiles.

Number 20160218_
165822

Data was backed up February 18th, 2016 at 16H58 and
22 seconds.

S20160224_150959

Prefix S Backed up data is composed of datafiles.

Number 20160224_
150959

Data was backed up February 24th, 2016 at 15H09 and
59 seconds.

This image shows an archive folder composed of one archive used as a backup identifier.

This table describes the archive identifier:
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This Archive Identifier Indicates that

A20160218_153629

Prefix A Backed up data is composed of archive logs.

Number 20160218_
153629

Data was backed up February 18th, 2016 at 15H36 and
29 seconds.

Additional Information
This topic gives you more details on:

l MaxDB Syntax and Return Code of backint
l MaxDB Syntax of DBM
l MaxDB and Miria

MaxDB Syntax and Return Code of backint
This topic details the syntax and return codes of the backint command defined by SAP.

Syntax
backint [-u user_SID] [-f function] [-p par_file] [-i in_file]
[-o out_file] [-v] [-V] [-help]

Parameters

This table describes the parameters of the backint command:

Parameter Description

-u user_
SID

Specifies the user SID bound to a database instance and used by all the servers
in this instance. It corresponds to an identifier materialized by the archive used
to back up, restore, inquire, or delete data.

The parameter is mandatory.

[-f
function]

Specifies the backint function:

• backup
• restore
• inquire
• delete
This parameter is mandatory, except for verbose (-v or -V parameters).

[-p par_
file]

Specifies the parameter file. See Vendor Parameter File for details.
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Parameter Description

[-i in_
file]

Specifies the input file containing the list of files or pipes to be processed.

By default, the list is read from stdin.

The # symbol indicates an SAP keyword, like #NULL or #EBID. You cannot add
comments using the # symbol as in the vendor parameter file.

[-o out_
file]

Specifies the output file giving the results of the executed function.

By default, the message output is stdout.

[-v] Specifies the version of backint to be printed on to stdout. One line describing
backint API version and backint implementation version.

For example: Time Navigator Enterprise Edition 4.4.2.0 P5406
R75394, backint Sap 4.4.8

[-V] Specifies detailed version information, same as for -v option plus additional
lines with detailed version and/or licensing information.

[-help] Displays the help command. It shows the list of the accepted parameters for the
command.

Note: –v and –V options will never be called by MaxDB database, they are for diagnosis
only.

Return Codes
During the normal operation of the backint program, these error codes can be returned without
interrupting the program:

Value Description

0 All files have been correctly processed.

1 All files have been processed but some warnings occurred.

2 At least one of the files has not been correctly processed.

If another error code is returned, a more serious error occurred and interrupted the backint
program. Consult Tina event file to know what the code means.

Table of Principal Error Codes

This table describes the principal error codes you can find in the Tina event file:
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Numerical
Error Code Tina Return Code Problem Description Solution

-18 TNInfoEof End of file The entry is not
found

-7 TNErrRessource Not enough resources Check disk space.
Check if catalog is
full

-3 TNErrRequest The requested operation cannot be
completed.

API already
initialized

-2 TNErrParameter Parameter sending error. Correct the
parameters values.

-1 TNErrMemory Insufficient memory.

0 Ok The request has been run
successfully.

1 TN_ERR_REQ_
INCONS

Parameters are inconsistent Check the
parameters
provided

2 TN_ERR_PROCESS Error in process

5 TN_ERR_OS_
INCONS

The operating system indicates an
error that should never be
produced

8 TN_ERR_REQ Unsupported localization Check localization

11 TN_ERR_ODB ODB inaccessible Check ODB
connectivity

12 TN_ERR_MEM More memory required Increase RAM size

14 TN_ERR_PROG_
INCONS

Inconsistency found Check host name,
type, etc.

17 TN_ERR_CONFIG Error in configuration environment Check configuration
environment

18 TN_ERR_FNF File not found

19 TN_ERR_CONNECT_
SERV

Unable to connect to server Check connection
with the server
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Numerical
Error Code Tina Return Code Problem Description Solution

23 TN_ERR_PERM Request cannot be executed due to
insufficient permissions

Check user
permissions

40 TN_ERR_ABORT Abort operation requested by user

41 TN_ERR_TIMEOUT Timeout has expired. backint
process could not be completed

69 TN_ERR_NOT_INIT Package is not initialized

77 TN_ERR_
CONFLICT_RESS

Conflict in access to same resource Check access
permission

88 TN_ERR_COMPAT Compatibility problem

98 TN_ERR_OBJ_
INCONS

Object inconsistent

Time Navigator Tunable Acting upon backint Operation
The -max_wait_before_rewind tunable enables you to specify the waiting time before
rewinding between two sessions. It is very useful for MaxDB backup and restore because the
waiting time between the backup or restore of each file may be long.

The default value is 30 seconds.

Use the Web Administration to define this tunable on the machine to back up or to restore.

For details on defining tunables, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

MaxDB Syntax of DBM

Commands

backup_ext_ids_get

Syntax

backup_ext_ids_get <media_name> [<database_name>][<database_computer>]

Parameters

This table describes the parameters of the backup_ext_ids_get command:

Parameter Description

<media_name> Name of the backup template.
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Parameter Description

<database_name> Name of the database instance from which the backups were
created.

<database_
computer>

Name of the database computer.

backup_ext_ids_list

Syntax

backup_ext_ids_list

Reply

OK
END|CONTINUE
[<external_backup_id_line>]
[<external_backup_id_line>]
....

Values for the Reply Fields

This table describes the values for the reply fields:

Field Description

END All the information queried by the backup tool was transferred in full.

CONTINUE Information on further backups is available. This was not transferred because
of the limited size of the reply package. You can scroll through this.

<external_
backup_id_
line>

Each line contains information on one of the backups registered in the backup
tool. The individual columns are separated by a vertical slash (|).

backup_start

Syntax

backup_start <media_name> [<backup_type>] [AUTOIGNORE]

Parameters

This table describes the parameters of the backup_start command:
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Parameter Description

<media_
name>

Name of the backup template.

When backing up on a group of parallel data carriers, you need to specify the
name of the group here.

<backup_
type>

Type of backup.

You only need to specify an entry here if you did not specify the backup type
when you defined the backup template to be used (media definitions in earlier
versions).

These are the possible values:

• DATA: complete data backup.
• PAGES: incremental data backup.
• LOG: interactive log backup.
Otherwise the system uses the value for the backup type specified during the
media definition.

AUTOIGNORE Backup is continued automatically without the data carrier last reported as full.

Reply

OK
Returncode <value>
Date [<value>]
Time [<value>]
Server [<value>]
Database [<value>]
Kernel Version [<value>]
Pages Transferred [<value>]
Pages Left [<value>]
Volume Count [<value>]
Medianame [<value>]
Location [<value>]
Errortext [<value>]
Label [<value>]
Is Consistent [<value>]
First LOG Page [<value>]
Last LOG Page [<value>]
DB Stamp 1 Date [<value>]
DB Stamp 1 Time [<value>]
DB Stamp 2 Date [<value>]
DB Stamp 2 Time [<value>]
Page Count [<value>]
Devices Used [<value>]

Values for the Reply Fields

This table describes the values for the reply fields:

Field Description

Date Date.
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Field Description

Time Start time for backup.

Server Name of the database computer.

Database Name of the database instance.

Kernel Version Version of the database kernel.

Pages Transferred Number of pages transferred.

Pages Left Number of pages still to be transferred.

Volumes Number of data carriers used.

Medianame Name of the backup template.

Location File or device name.

Errortext Error message text.

Label Backup ID.

Is Consistent For data backup only: backup is internally consistent.

First LOG Page • For data backup: first page of log backup to be
imported.

• For log backup: first page saved in log.

Last LOG Page For log backup only: last page saved in log.

DB Stamp 1 Date

DB Stamp 1 Time

Time stamp for first page of log backup.

DB Stamp 2 Date

DB Stamp 2 Time

Time stamp for last page of log backup.

Page Count Total number of pages backed up.

Devices Used Number of backup devices used.

db_connect

Syntax

db_connect <user_identification>
<user_identification> :: = <user_spec> | <user_type>
<user_spec> :: = <database_user>,<database_user_password> <user_type> :: =
user-type=<value>
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Parameters

This table describes the parameters of the db_connect command:

Parameter Description

<database_user> Name of the database user.

<database_user_
password>

Password of the database user.

user-type=<value> User type. These are the possible values for <value>:

• DBM: DBM operator.
• DBA: database system administrator.
• SAP: database user of the SAP application.

dbm_configget

Syntax

dbm_configget [<file_range>][<parameter_name>]
<file_range>:: = ALL|INSTANCE|INSTALLATION|GLOBAL

Parameters

This table describes the parameters of the dbm_configget command:

Parameter Description

<file_range> Configuration file(s) to be scanned. These are the possible values:

• ALL: Default value. Searches all three configuration files of the
Database Manager.

• INSTANCE: Searches through the database-specific configuration file.
• INSTALLATION: Searches the software version-specific configuration

file.
• GLOBAL: Searches the database computer-specific configuration file.

<parameter_
name>

Name of the configuration parameter of the Database Manager.

If you do not specify this option, all the configuration parameters are
displayed.

Reply

OK
<parameter_value>
or
<parameter_name> = <parameter_value>
<parameter_name> = <parameter_value>
...
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Values for the Reply Fields

This table describes the values for the reply fields:

Field Description

<parameter_value> Value of the configuration parameter.

<parameter_name> Name of the configuration parameter.

dbm_configset

Syntax

dbm_configset [<file_range>] <parameter_name> [<value>]

Parameters

This table describes the parameters of the dbm_configset command:

Parameter Description

<file_range> Configuration file into which the parameter value is to be entered or from
which it is to be deleted. These are the possible values:

• INSTANCE: database-specific configuration file, default value.
• INSTALLATION: software version-specific configuration file specific.
• GLOBAL: database computer-specific configuration file.

<parameter_
name>

Name of the configuration parameter.

<value> Value of the configuration parameter.

If you do not specify a value, the parameter is deleted in the specified
configuration file.

medium_getall

Syntax

medium_getall

Reply

OK
<media_name> <location> <type> <backup_type> <size> <block_size> <overwrite>
<autoldr> <oscmd> <date_created> <date_modified> <tool_type>
<media_name> <location> <type> <backup_type> <size> <block_size> <overwrite>
<autoldr> <oscmd> <date_created> <date_modified> <tool_type>
...
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Values for the Reply Fields

This table describes the values for the reply fields:

Field Description

<media_name> Name of the backup template. Can be composed of a group name and a
member name separated by a slash.

<location> Name of the device/file with which it can be addressed through operating
system functions.

<type> Type of the backup template. These are the possible values:

• TAPE
• FILE
• NO-REWIND
• PIPE
• AUTOLOADER
• UNKNOWN

<backup_
type>

Type of backup for which the backup template is to be used. These are the
possible values:

• DATA
• PAGES
• LOG

<size> Maximum number of pages that can be written to the data carrier.

<block_size> Number of pages transferred when the data carrier is accessed.

<overwrite> Indicates whether the data carrier can be overwritten (for the FILE template
type only). These are the possible values:

• NO
• YES

<autoldr> Indicates whether the device changes the data carrier automatically. These
are the possible values:

• YES
• NO

<oscmd> Operating system command to be executed before backup_save_replace
or backup_restore_replace.

<date_
created>

Date and time at which the backup template was created.
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Field Description

<date_
modified>

Date and time at which the backup template was last changed.

<tool_type> Type of the backup tool. These are the possible values:

• NONE: No automatic backup tool is used.
• BACK: backint for MaxDB.
• NSR: NetWorker.
• TSM: TSM from IBM/Tivoli.

medium_put

Syntax

medium_put <media_name> <location> <type> <backup_type> [<size> [<block_
size> [<overwrite> [<autoloader> [<os_command> [<tool_type>]]]]]]

Parameters

This table describes the parameters of the medium_put command:

Parameter Description

<media_name> The name of the backup template (may include a group name and a
member name).

These are separated by an inverse oblique (\).

<media_name> ::= [<group_name>\]<member_name>

To create a backup template for a group of parallel backup media, execute
the DBM command several times over. To assign the media to the same
group, always enter the same <group_name>, with a different <member_
name> for each backup template.
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Parameter Description

<location> Name of the device/file with which it can be addressed through operating
system functions.

The system assigns the version numbers for the backup files for log
backups.

The standards for different types (<type>) of backup templates under
different operating systems:
These are the standards for backup template of PIPE type:

• Unix. You can select any path you want. If you enter a relative path, the
backup template is stored in the working directory of the database
instance ([<path>/]<file_name>).

• Windows. The path must comply with this convention:
\\.\pipe\<pipe_name>.

These are the standards for backup template of FILE type:

• Unix. You can enter an absolute or relative path. An absolute path must
start with an oblique (/). If you enter a relative path, it is interpreted as
relative to the working directory of the database instance.

• Windows. You must enter an absolute path as follows: \\<computer_
name>\<share>\[<path>\]
<file_name>

Or with the drive:

<drive>:\[<path>]\<file_name>

If you enter a relative path, it is interpreted as relative to the working
directory of the database instance.

These are the standards for backup template of TAPE type:

• Unix. You must enter an absolute path.
• Windows. The path must comply with this convention:

\\.\tape<running_number>.
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Parameter Description

<type> Type of backup template.

These are the possible values for backup:

• TAPE
• FILE
• PIPE
• UNKNOWN
These are the possible values for log backups:

• FILE
• PIPE
• UNKNOWN
Specify TAPE for backups to a non-rewindable tape, FILE for backups to a
file, and PIPE for backups to a pipe. If you enter one of these template
types, the system checks that your entries are correct. If you want to avoid
this check, enter the type UNKNOWN.

However, you can only perform log backups to files and pipes. For other file
types, you receive an error message when you save.
The system default is UNKNOWN.

<backup_type> Type of backup for which the backup template is to be used. These are the
possible values:

• DATA
• PAGES
• LOG
• AUTO
Specify DATA for a complete backup, PAGES for an incremental backup, LOG
for an interactive log backup, and AUTO for an automatic log backup.

There can be only one backup template of AUTO type. If a backup template
for this backup type already exists and you define another media of AUTO
type, then the system changes the backup type of the existing media to the
LOG backup type.

<size> Maximum number of pages that can be written to the data carrier.

The default value of the system is 0, that is, the size of the data carrier is not
limited. The system keeps backing up to this data carrier until either the
backup is complete, or the operating system does not allow further backups
to this data carrier because it is full. If this happens, you receive an error
message and can then continue the backup using another data carrier.

<block_size> Number of pages transferred when the data carrier is accessed. This value
is only evaluated for the TAPE data carrier type.

The system default is 8.
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Parameter Description

<overwrite> Mandatory only for the FILE backup type and only for data backups. It
defines the behavior if the file already exists.

These are the possible values:

• YES
• NO
If you specify YES and the file already exists, it is overwritten by the new
backup. If you enter NO and the file already exists, the backup fails.

The system default is NO.

This entry is not interpreted for log backups.

<autoloader> Details of whether the data carrier loads the media automatically. Only
relevant on Windows.

These are the possible values:

• YES
• NO
The system default is NO.

<os_command> Operating system command to be executed before saving to a succeeding
data carrier (backup_replace) or restoring a succeeding data carrier
(recover_replace).

<tool_type> Backup tool to be used. These are the possible values:

• NONE: no backup tool is used.
• BACK: backint for MaxDB.
• NSR: NetWorker.
• TSM: TSM from IBM/Tivoli.
If you are using Unix and you enter the NONE value with PIPE as the <type>,
the pipe must be created before the backup process starts. If you are using
Windows, the pipe may not exist yet.

If you enter a value other than NONE, you must enter 0 for <type> PIPE and
for <size>. If you are using either Unix or Windows, the pipe may not exist
before the backup process starts.

For NSR, note the additional information listed under <location>.

The system default is NONE.
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recover_start

Syntax

Importing a Data Backup

recover_start <media_name><backup_type> [LABEL <label>] [EBID <ebid_list>]
[AUTOIGNORE]
<ebid_list> :: = <external_backup_ID> | <external_backup_ID>,<external_
backup_ID>,...

Importing a Log Backup

recover_start <media_name><backup_type> [LABEL <label>] [<nnn> | EBID
<ebid_list>] [UNTIL <date> <time>] [AUTOIGNORE]
<ebid_list> :: = <external_backup_ID> | <external_backup_ID>,<external_
backup_ID>,...

Parameters

This table describes the parameters of the recover_start command:

Parameter Description

<media_
name>

Backup template from which the backup is to be imported.

When importing a backup that was created on multiple data carriers in parallel,
you need to specify the name of the group of parallel data carriers here.

<backup_
type>

Type of backup to be imported. These are the possible values:

• DATA: complete data backup.
• PAGES: incremental data backup.
• LOG: log backup.

LABEL
<label>

Backup ID of the data carrier to be imported.

<ebid_list> List of external backup IDs.

If the list contains several backup IDs, then these must be separated by
commas.

If backup IDs contain spaces, the list must be enclosed in double quotation
marks.

<external_
backup_ID>

Only for importing a backup that was created with a backup tool: name under
which the backup is known to the backup tool.

<nnn> Only for log backups to be imported and only for data carriers of the FILE type:
version number of the log backup on the data carrier that is to be imported.
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Parameter Description

UNTIL
<date>
<time>

<date> ::=
<yyyymmdd>

<time> ::=
<hhmmss>

Exact time (year, month, day, hour, minutes, seconds) up to which you want to
recover.

AUTOIGNORE If you are recovering data in parallel, the process is automatically continued by
the system.

Reply

OK
Returncode 0
Date [<value>]
Time [<value>]
Server [<value>]
Database [<value>]
Kernel Version [<value>]
Pages Transferred [<value>]
Pages Left [<value>]
Volume Count [<value>]
Medianame [<value>]
Location [<value>]
Errortext [<value>]
Label [<value>]
Is Consistent [<value>]
First LOG Page [<value>]
Last LOG Page [<value>]
DB Stamp 1 Date [<value>]
DB Stamp 1 Time [<value>]
DB Stamp 2 Date [<value>]
DB Stamp 2 Time [<value>]
Page Count [<value>]
Devices Used [<value>]
Database ID [<value>]
Max Used Data Page [<value>]

Values for the Reply Fields

This table describes the values for the reply fields:

Field Description

Returncode Return value 0 confirms that the backup was imported successfully.

Date Date.

Time Time.
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Field Description

Server Name of the database computer.

Database Name of the database instance.

Kernel Version Version of the database software.

Pages
Transferred

Number of pages transferred.

Pages Left Number of pages still to be transferred.

Volumes Number of data carriers used.

Medianame Name of the backup template.

Location File or device name.

Errortext Error message text.

Label Backup ID.

Is Consistent For data backup only: backup is internally consistent.

First LOG Page • For data backup: first page of log backup to be imported.
• For log backup: first page saved in log.

Last LOG Page For log backup only: last page saved in log.

DB Stamp 1
Date

DB Stamp 1
Time

Time stamp for first page of log backup.

DB Stamp 2
Date

DB Stamp 2
Time

Time stamp for last page of log backup.

Page Count Total number of pages backed up.

Devices Used Number of backup devices used.

Database ID Database ID used to identify data and log backups that belong together.

Max Used Data
Page

Highest page number assigned (indication of minimum database size when
backup is imported).
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MaxDB and Miria
The installation of a Miria server includes a MaxDB database.

This table describes the parameters with which MaxDB is automatically installed:

Parameter Value Location in Database Studio

Dynamic Data Area Adjustment ON Right Panel: Administration   Overview 
 Settings

Automatic Statistics Update ON Right Panel: Administration   Overview 
 Settings

Overwrite Mode for the Log
Area

ON Right Panel: Administration   Log Area 
 General

MaxUserTasks 400 Right Panel: Administration   Parameters 
 General

Automatic Recreation of Bad
Indexes

YES Right Panel: Administration   Overview 
 Settings

SessionTimeout 0 Right Panel: Administration   Parameters 
 Extended

Restoring a MaxDB database through Tina restores only the data, without the database instance
parameters.

As a consequence, after performing a restore of your MaxDB database, you must manually set all
the parameters as they were before the restore.
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